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ABSTRACT

Direct observation of the early stages of crack extension form inherent

flaws is made in order to identify flaws responsible for crack initiation

and to study micromechanisms of slow crack growth in the delayed fracture of

alumina. Although difficulties are experienced using optical and scanning

electron microscopy even with special techniques, a microscopic examination

technique is developed to locate the onset of crack extension from inherent

flaws using fluorescent dye penetrant and scanning electron microscopy. The

specimen surface is immersed in the dye while cracks are forming which allows

the dye to penetrate into the fine cracks. Once the cracking sites are located,

a high magnification scanning electron microscopy is used for detailed identifica-

tion of the nature and characteristics of the flaws.

An eccentrically loaded column testing system is developed to produce a

number of crack initiations on a surface of a specimen. With this mechanical

testing technique, some cracks may propagate dynamically while many cracks are

initiating without causing catastrophic failure of the specimen. The testing

technique has another significance, that of being able to compare delayed

fracture phenomena between tension and compression, since the ratio of tensile

and compressive stresses can be precisely controlled.

By combining the microscopic examination technique and the mechanical testing

technique, crack origins are identified and micromechanisms of slow crack growth

in delayed fracture are studied. A surface of a ceramic contained a large number

of inherent flaws which, either by themselves or as assemblies, become potential

crack origins. Cracking sites are found to be multiple in deliyed fracture. The

initial stage of delayed fracture is shown to involve the interaction and coale-

scence of near-by flaws with extensive intergranular cracking. A model for the



delayed fracture, the microscopic slow crack growth law and the crack interaction

and coalescence, is proposed as opposed to the conventional single-worst-crack

approach. The proposed slow crack growth law gives much better prediction

compared with the conventional approach. It is found that an assembly of micro-

scopic cracks, which may not be observable, can be much more dangerous than a

single macroscopic crack in delayed fracture and that the coalescence of the

microscopic cracks may occur in a very short time without being identified because

a critical amount of slow crack growth from the individual inherent flaws can be

very small.

Applicability of existing time-to-failure calculations and the proof testing

concepts is reexamined. It is demonstrated that the existing concepts give non-

conservative prediction in time-to-failure; but the non-conservative prediction

is partially or sometimes excessively compensated by conservative estimation of

the initial crack size.

Some suggestions for material selection and improvement of resistance to

slow crack growth are made based upon findings in the present study. Finally,

modes of failure (whether intergranular or transgranular) and slow crack growth

in compression are briefly discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF STUDY

I. Introduction

High strength ceramics have begun to play an important

role as load bearing structural materials because of their

high chemical and physical stabilities over a wide range

of temperature. Among some of the strength limiting factors

such as brittleness and high temperature creep, stress

corrosion cracking from inherent flaws is a critical one

to be considered when ceramics are used for an extended

period of time.

The phenomenon of environment assisted fatigue crack

growth--a time dependent fracture process--is known to

exist for most engineering materials. The phenomenon is

called stress corrosion cracking, static fatigue, or de-

layed fracture; and it can be defined as "environmentally

induced subcritical crack growth under dynamic or static

loading." An adverse environment may contain a variety of

chemical species which react with the material, such as

hydrogen for metallic and water for ceramic materials.

Theories and experimental results of subcritical crack

growth have been studied extensively and reviewed.
1 6

The linear elastic fracture mechanics approach proved

to be applical)le in studying fracture of ceramics, both

instantaneous and delayed fracture. Since the fracture

1



mechanics relates fracture strength with crack size and

shape, the study of crack origins especially their nature

and size became essential in order to understand fracture

behavior. Crack origins have been studied by examining

the fracture surfaces; however, it is often found that the

origins are very difficult to find in certain classes of

ceramics such as alumina studied in the present research.

Therefore, it was thought necessary to observe the onset of

crack extension from inherent flaws in order to locate

crack origins exactly.

The direct observation of the initial stage of crack

growth from inherent flaws is important not only because

the crack origins can be identified but also the micro-

mechanisms of crack growth may be determined. Study of

suL-critical crack growth has been conducted using special

specimens, double torsion or double cantilever beam speci-

mens, which contain macroscopic precracks. There has been

a controversy whether the macroscopic crack growth in those

specimens is the same as the microscopic crack growth in

the bending specimens in the delayed fracture tests.

In the fracture of ceramics, the critical crack size

is very small even in delayed fracture, where applied

stresses are generally smaller than the fracture strength

of the material. When a crack is small, in a microscopic

dimension, it may grow differently from a macroscopic crack

due to factors such as the residual stresses from thermal

2
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expansion anisotropy and from machining, the local hetero-

geneity of grain orientation, the strength anisotropy of

different crystal planes, and the interaction of preexisting

flaws. Therefore, the validity of direct extrapolation of

macroscopic crack growth data to microscopic crack growth

becomes questionable. It is thus convenient to divide the

process of delayed fracture into two stages: the micro-

scopic crack growth stage and the macroscopic crack growth

stage. The former involves crack extension from inherent

flaws unde. tue influence of the factors mentioned previous-

ly. Thp microscopic crack growth stage ends when a crack

becomes sufficiently large that the microstructural effect

is 1sg .ble. The macroscopic crack growth stage is char-

acteriged by the well-established slow crack growth law

given by

da/dt = B(K/KIc) (-i)

provided that there are no macroscopic crack interactions.

The macroscopic crack growth stage has been studied exten-

sively by many investigators. However, it is the micro-

scopic crack growth stage that controls the time-to-failure

in delayed fracture in ceramics since the critical crack

size is in a microscopic dimension. Therefore, detailed

observation of crack initiation and propagation from

inherent flaws becomes essential.

3
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The objectives of the present study are to identify

the flaws responsible for the initiation of subcritical

crack growth and to determine the micromechanisms of crack

growth by directly observing the onset of crack growth from

inherent flaws in the delayed fracture of alumina.

4



2. Scope and Chart of the Dissertation

In order to achieve the objectives--identification of

flaws and determination of the micromechanisms of crack

growth--a microscopic examination technique to observe the

onset of crack extension from the inherent flaws and a

mechanical testing technique to create many crack extensions

had to be developed.

The scope of the present dissertation is the following:

(1) Description of the microscopic examination

technique to reveal the early stage of crack

extension from the inherent flaws using fluores-

cent dye penetrant and scanning electron

microscopy,

(2) Description of the mechanical testing technique,

the eccentrically loaded column testing, which

induces many crack extensions on a surface of a

specimen without causing catastrophic failure of

the specimen,

(3) Identification of crack origins and determination

of the micromechanisms of crack growth in the

delayed fracture of a dense alumina.

Fracture mechanics of brittle materials and static

fatigue of glasses and ceramics will be reviewed in Chapter

II, and some problem areas will be identified. The new

microscopic examination technique to reveal crack origins

will be described in Chapter III. The mechanical testing

' . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .... . ... I I I . . . .. .. .. . . . .I I I - . . . l 11 l| m .. . . . . . m . . .. . , . . . . ... . . .. ..5



technique to create many cracks will be introduced in

Chapter IV. The inherent flaws responsible for the initia-

tion of slow crack growth will be identified, and the

micromechanisms of slow crack growth and the time-to-failure

based upon the proposed model will be discussed in Chapter

V. Finally, the concluding remarks will be made in Chapter

VI.

6



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE

1. Fracture Mechanics of Brittle Materials

The observed tensile fracture strength of a brittle

material is much lower than its theoretical strength derived

from the atomic cohesive strength. The large discrepancy

between the actual and theoretical strength was first ex-

plained by using the concept of stress concentration at a
7

crack tip. Inglis in 1913 obtained the maximum stress at

a crack tip, by analyzing a plate containing an elliptical

hole under uniaxial tensile stress applied perpendicular

to the major axis, as follows:

= [l +2() 1 / 2 ]  (2-1)max7

2o ( a)1/2 for a >> p

where a ax= maximurm stress at the end of the major axis

c = applied stress

a = half major axis of the ellipse

F = radius of curvature at the crack tip

8

In 1920, Griffith formulated a fracture criterion based

upon energy balance. The elastic strain eneray per unit

thickness of a cracked body can be expressed, usinr the

stress analysis by Incjlis in plain strain, as follows:

7



22
U = 4a sy IT 'i a - U (2-2)

s _ 2 ) t U

where U = the elastic strain energy per unit thickness

of the plate containing an elliptical crack

of length a

U = the elastic strain energy per unit thickness0

of the plate without the crack

U = applied stress

a = one-half crack length

E = modulus of elasticity

s surface energy

v = Poisson's ratio

By applying the equilibrium condition

dU = 0 (2-3)
;a

the Griffith fracture criterion can be written as follows:

2E___s .1/2
Cf =[ 2j (2-4)f ra(l-v )

where rf = the fracture strength.

Equation (2-4) is a necessary condition for elastic crack

propagation in brittle fracture. The energy balance



concept was later modified by Orowan 9 to include the energy

absorbed by plastic deformation

2E(ys + y)1/
= [p1/ 2  (2-5)

f ra(l -v

where yp = plastic deformation energy

10
Also at the same time, it was modified by Irwin who used

the notion of the strain energy release rate,

2f = I 2E 1/2_21 (2-6)

lTa(l -v

where G = the strain energy release

r a t e - a

Meanwhile, there was another approach to the crack

problem. Westergaard was able to dete--ite the :.-ture

of the crack tip stress field using Airy stress functions.

The stress fields around a crack tip can be divided into

three major modes of loading 1 2 which involve different crack

surface displacement as shown in Fiq. 2-1, and the stresses

for the notation given in Fig. 2-2 can be expressed as

follows:

9



Mode I

Opening Mode

Mode II

Sliding Mode

Mode III

Tearing Mode

Fig. 2-1. Modes of Fracture.

10
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aTy

r

______________________________

Crack Tip

Fig. 2-2. The Notation for the Stresses Near Crack Tip.
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KOx_/I- Cos( )[1i-sin( )sin(-6)]

K sin(-) [2 +cos(-)cos(y)] +

K I
y- 2 cos(-6)[i +sin(-8)sin(23-0)]

(2-7)

+ KII sin(0x)cos(m)cos(3yC) +

Txy =2- cos( )sin( -0)cos(T)

KIIKe 1  e e
_ cos(-) [1-sin(L)sin(-)] +T.,Z

Vwher 2 2

where KI = stress intensity factor in Mode I

K II= stress intensity factor in Mode II

When KII = 0, Irwin 1 3 showed that for plain strain under

uniaxial tension

(1 -v 2)K2
G = E (2-8)

Therefore, the energy balance approach and the stress

intensity factor approach are essentially equal under uni-

axial tension. In this dissertation the notion of the

stress intensity factor will be used extensively. Then the

fracture criterion becomes

12
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K = Kic (2-9)

where KIC = critical stress intensity factor or frac-

ture toughness which is a material constant

The stress intensity factor is a function of the applied

stress, crack length, and crack and loading geometry; and

it can be expressed for simple cases as

K = Yo (2-10)

where Y = geometrical constant

For specific crack and loading configurations, one can refer
14

to existing handbooks such as Rooke and Cartwright. Since

the critical stress intensity factor is a material constant,

the fracture stress can be predicted if the applied stress

and the crack size are known. The stress intensity factor

approach, the linear elastic fracture mechanics, serves

as an important tool for quantitative understanding of

fracture mechanics of brittle materials.

Another fracture criterion discussed earlier in this

chapter, the stress concentration factor approach, was used

for a crack problem under biaxial loading by Griffith 1 5 in

1924. In biaxial stress condition, the potential energy

expression was not available then, and Griffith failed to

use the energy balance concept established earlier.

13
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Griffith showed that the uniaxial compressive strength was

eight times the uniaxial tensile strength assuming a sharp

elliptical crack in a plate. This approach was later

extended by Babel and Sines, 16 and successfully applied to

a porous ceramic material. It should be noticed that the

maximum stress criterion is more applicable when there is a

very small process zone at a crack tip.

The above discussed fracture criteria can be modified

to predict the time-dependent aspect of brittle fracture

as will be shown in the later sections.

14



2. Static Fatigue

Delayed fracture of glass is by no means a recent

problem. The phenomenon was reported as early as in 1899

17
by Grenet, who observed stress rate dependence of the

strength of a glass and delayed fracture after some time

under a sustained load. At that time French champagne

makers probably had a working experience on delayed fracture;

they never refilled their bottles a second time in order to

avoid explosion of bottles of precious Seltzer water.

Since then, many theories and experimental results have

been published to explain the phenomena of delayed fracture.

In the following sections, the theories and experimental

methods and results will be briefly reviewed. For more

details, one can refer to rather complete review papers

available today.
1 6
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2.1 Theories of Static Fatigue

Theories of static fatigue were developed initially

based upon delayed fracture of glasses. Poncelet1 8 amended

the Griffith theory, assuming that cracks nucleate in flaw-

free surface of a glass due to the conjoint action of applied

stresses and thermal fluctuations within the glass. His

theory was, therefore, based upon the thermal agitation and

wave propagation. The time-to-failure is the time necessary
for crack propagation. Murgatroyd19 derived an expression

for time dependence of the strength of glass assuming that

Griffith flaws consist of pockets of quasi-viscous material

and yield with time as stressed. Taylor 20 showed that the

rate-controlling factor for the delayed fracture is the

activation energy for the orientation or rearrangement of

the atomic network under an applied stress. Stuart and

Anderson2 1 derived an expression for crack velocity in terms

of the rate of breaking chemical bonds, dN/dt; where N is

the number of chemical bonds. The equations fit very well

with the experimental results obtained by Mould and

Southwick22 and are nearly identical to the ones derived

from chemical reaction theory by Charles and Hillig.
23

The chemical reaction theory was later extended to

brittle crystalline solids by Hilliq and Charles, 2 4 and it

is generally accepted as a theory of static fatigue of glass

and ceramics. They considered chanqes in crack ti4 geometry

due to stress enhanced chemical reaction as shown in

16
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Fig. 2-3. The theory was derived assuming the following:

(1) the reaction rate is not controlled by the trans-

port of reactant to the reaction sites,

(2) the reaction between the solid and the chemical

species in the environment is stress dependent,

and

(3) the activation energy is derived from an Arrhenius

plot of the corrosion rate versus temperature and

is a function of the local tensile stress.

Then the local velocity normal to the surface is given in

the following form:

v = v0 exp (-E* -YV m/p +oV*)/RT (2-11)

where v = local velocity normalto the surface of the

crack

v = preexponential kinetic factor

E* = experimental activation energy in absence

of stress

= interfacial surface energy between the

original material and reaction product

V = the molar volume of the material

= the radius of curvature of the crack tip

= the local stress

V* = the activation volume

R = gas constant = 1.987 cal/mol-deg

T = absolute temperature.

17



(a) CakTip Radius
___ - -Decreases with Time.

- (Crack Tip Sharpening)

(b) Crack Tip Radius Stays
Constant with Time.

_______ _______(c) Crack Tip Radius

_______ -Increases with Time.

S- -- (Crack Tip Blunting)

Fig. 2-3. Change in Crack Tip Geometry.4
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The factors tending to increase the stress concentration at

the crack tip are increased driving force and decreased

activation energy due to local tensile stresses. The

factors tending to decrease the stress concentration at the

crack tip are thermodynamic driving force due to increase

in crack tip curvature and plastic or visco-elastic relaxa-

tion. Assuming an initial flaw geometry being an ellipse,

and using Muskhelishivili's2 5 stress distribution around an

ellipse, they were able to derive an expression for the

total time-to-failure. They defined the fatigue limit as

a critical applied stress for which the stress concentration

at the crack tip remain constant with time.

The Charles and Hillig equation was modified by

If 26Wiederhorn and Boltz, who used the stress intensity factor

to express local stress instead of the stress concentration

factor. For a two-dimensional Griffith crack, the local

stress at the crack tip can be expressed using the stress

intensity factor in the following form:

2K
I2 (2-12)
1/2

where KI = stress intensity factor in Mode I

= radius of curvature at the crack tip

Equation (2-12) has a significance of relating the maximum

local stress and stress intensity factor. Combinine cc.

(2-11) and ci. (2-12), Wiederhorn and Boltz rewrote the

19
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expression for the local crack velocity as follows:

v = v 0 exp [-E** + 2V*K I/() I/2RT (2-13)

where E** = E* +YV m/P

Both eq. (2-11) and (2-13) contain the radius of curvature;

therefore, crack sharpness is an important factor for

determination of the fracture strength. Importance of crack

sharpening effect in addition to lengthening was reemphasized

by Doremus2 7 recently.

20



2.2 Experimental Observations of Static Fatigue

Static fatigue data can be presented by three dif-

ferent fatigue curves: the failure strength versus the

logarithm of the time-to-failure 2 8 30 as shown in Fig. 2-4,

the universal curve2 2 ,3 1 as shown in Fig 2-5, and the

logarithm of crack velocity versus the stress intensity

factor 31- 3 3 as shown in Fig. 2-6. The last one is by far

the most common method to describe static fatigue of

ceramics. The experimental data are taken from double

cantilever beam or double torsion specimens, and DT speci-

mens are widely used due to ease of taking measurements in

different environments. Detail description of the DT test

was published by Evans.
3 1

In region I of Fig. 2-6, the slow crack growth is due

to a stress enhanced chemical reaction between the material

and the environment, and the empirical relation can be

expressed as follows:

da n
-- = v = A K (2-14)

where da/dt = v = crack velocity

A = constant

n = crack growth exponent

K1 = stress intensity factor in Mode I

or it can be expressed 3 4 ,3 5 as follows:

21
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1.0

0.9 "= Fracture Strength in an
Inert Environment

0.8 - t0 5= Time-to-Failure at
C0/T°5 =0.5.
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LoglO ( t/to. 5 )

Fig. 2-5. Universal Fatigue Curve 2

Notice that a single curve was obtained

from six different surface conditions

by normalizing the data.
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Fig. 2-6. Crack Velocity versus Stress Intensity Factor.
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da KI
= v = B(K-)n (2-15)

where B = constant

In region II, the crack velocity is nearly independent of

the stress intensity factors, but strongly dependent upon

the amount of reactive species in the environment. It is

believed that the rate controlling factor in this region

is the rate of transport of the species to the crack tip.

The crack velocity in this region is constant and can be

written as

dad = v1 (2-16)

where v' = constant

In region III, crack growth is rapid and due to purely

mechanical failure; therefore, it is independent of the

environment.

The constants A, B, v', and n are used to predict the

time-to-failure for a particualr combination of the applied

stress and the environment provided that the initial crack

size is known or assumed.

The effect of different environments is readily show.n

in Fig. 2-7; the crack velocity is also dependent on

36 37
temperature and grain size as shown in rig. 2-6 and
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Fig. 2-9 respectively. Notice that in Fig. 2-9 the large

grained aluminas have higher resistance to crack growth as

well as higher fracture energy than the small grained

aluminas. It is contrary to what was expected since fine

grained materials are generally stronger. The reason why

the larger grained aluminas have higher fracture energy

than the small grained aluminas has not been fully explored.

28
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2.3 Time-to-Failure Prediction

After the constants are evaluated from double torsion

tests, the time-to-failure under a constant applied stress

can be calculated (see Appendix A). Assuming that most of

the life is spent in region I, the time-to-failure can be

given as follows:

2K n

tf 2 2 IC n-2 (2-17)

Y a B(n -2)Ki

where tf = time-to-failure

K = critical stress intensity factorIc
Kii = initial stress intensity factor

0 = applied stress

Y =geometrical constant

It is important to realize the assumptions made to derive

the expression in eq. (2-17), they are:

(1) a single worst flaw propagates according to the

crack growth law given in eq. (2-15),

(2) a crack does not propagate until the applied

stress reaches o,

(3) the macroscopic crack growth law, in which arti-

ficially induced macroscopic cracks propagate,

is directly applicable to the microscopic crack

growth in delayed fracture.

30
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Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to measure
38

the initial crack size, the proof test can be used to

estimate the maximum possible initial crack size (see

Appendix A). The time-to-failure after the proof test is

given by

2 n-22Kc p

tf - p (2-18)
Y 2on B(n -2)

where u = the proof stressp

Since the concept is conservative, the stress level of the

proof test should be sufficiently high that a few specimens

fail during the proof test. This concept was applied to

predict life time of the Space Shuttle window.

When time-to-failure is short, dynamic loading condi-
40

tion should be taken into account. In other words, cracks

can propagate during loading. Using this concept, an

expression for the observed fracture strength in constant

stress rate experiment has been derived in terms of the

stress rate and the initial strength in the absence of sub-

critical crack growth (see Appendix A) as follows:

2.K 2 (n+l*(n - 2) 1

f { IC(n 2n + 1 (2-19)
BY (n - 2)

or

B Y2(n_-2)n + 1 1B f }n -2 (2-20)
*2

2 K 1 (n +1)
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S. 
........ . ..__.._,

where cf observed fracture strength

0* ° initial strength in the absence of sub-

if

critical crack growth

the stress rate

Equation (2-20) can be used to estimate the initial stress

intensity factor. This will be combined with the statisti-

cal nature of brittle fracture to generate strength-

probability-time relationships in the following section.
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2.4 Statistical Aspect of Time-to-Failure

Brittle materials exhibit statistical distribution in

fracture strength. Figure 2-10 shows a typical flexural

strength distribution of alumina obtained by Chen. Using

42
the Weibull-type distribution, the cumulative failure

probability can be expressed as follows:

Cf -COu

P = -exp [C ) m] (2-21)
v

where P = the cumulative failure probability

of = the observed fracture strength

Ou = the stress below which fracture does not

occur

Cv = normalizing constant

m = Weibull modulus.

The cumulative failure probability can be determined experi-

mentally by

P = i/(N +1) (2-22)

where i = the rank of the specimen

N = the total number of measurements.

In order to evaluate c and m, the logarithm of ec. (2-21)u

was taken twice, which yields

log log [1/(l -P)] = mlog(cf C) +C (2-23)

33
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Fig. 2-10. Flexural Strength Distribution of Alumina.
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where C = log loge -mlogo v

and log log [1/(l -P)] is plotted against log(of -u) . By

adjusting the value of Ou, a straight line should be ob-

tained; the slope of the line is m. The value of m should

be used together with the average fracture strength of the

material in order to properly estimate the mechanical

performance of the material. The larger the value of m, the

less scatter in strength; therefore, there is less size

effect.

When the statistical distribution is taken into account,

time-to-failure can be expressed as follows (see Appendix A)

log+ n +llog loc [1/(i _P) ] C,
fn • m

o (n +)o

(2-24)

This relationship is called the strength-probability-tine

(SPT) relation.

43
Davidge showed that for different strain rates, ci

and 21 fracture strength c I and e 2 are related as

2
(1)n +1 = l (2-25)

G2

Euuation (2-25) mry be used to obtain the value of n freF

three- or four-point bendinc tests inste,1 of fro-, the DT

tests.
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2.5 Problem Areas

In calculating the time-to-failure using the linea.,

elastic fracture mechanics such as eq. (2-17), some areas

of uncertainty exist. Ones that are discussed here are:

(1) KIC is not a constant but depends upon the testing

method and the crack-to-grain size ratio when the

crack is small,

(2) the crack growth exponent obtained in the constant

strain rate experiment, ea. (2-25), is usually

different from the one obtained in slow crack

growth experiment, eq. (2-14),

(3) discrepancy has been reported between the calcu-

lated and observed time-to-failure in the long

life regime, and

(4) the simplistic assumption that a single worst

flaw propagates according to the macroscopic

crack growth law is not valid when there are many

inherent flaws close together.

Use of the linear elastic fracture mechanics requires

precise evaluation of the critical stress intensity factor

which is supposed to be a material constant. However,

there have been some discrepancies reported in KIC values

resultincg from different testing methods for large grain

size materials, 4 4 4 7 also resulting from different crack-to-

arain size ratio recently. The schematic drawinc in

Fiq. 2-11 illustrates a functional relationship between the
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effective critical stress intensity factor and the crack-

to-grain ratio. Evans 49 showed the emergence of a d
- 1/ 2

dependence of strength as a natural law for fracture in the

coarse-grained ceramics, and Virkar et al. 5 1 demonstrated

that the potential for stable crack growth preceding frac-

ture in polycrystalline ceramics depends upon the functional

relationship between the local toughness and the crack

length. Davidge et al. 4 3 found that values of n obtained

from bending tests were different from the values obtained

from double torsion tests. They pointed out the discrepancy

is due to a difference in crack growth behavior between a

micro- and macro-crack. Soma et al. 52 reported a discrep-

ancy between a calculated and the observed time-to-failure

in long-life regime, tf >1000 sec. They calimed that there

is a need for a new crack growth law in that regime. A

surface of a ceramic material contains many inherent flaws

either intrinsic or extrinsic. When a large surface area

is stressed, those cracks and flaws tend to interact to

result in a different stress intensity factor. Therefore,

the simplistic assumption of a single worst flaw does not

apply any more. Although crack interaction and coalescence

behavior has been studied statistically 5 3'5 4 and mathe-

matically, 5 5 5 7 and more recently the concept was applied

to ceramic fracture and slow crack growth, 5 8 ,5 9 the direct

observation of crack extension fron, inherent flaws and the

analysis of time-to-failure using the concept have not been

done.
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CHAPTER III

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION TECHNIQUE

It is generally accepted that fracture of a brittle

material originates at inherent flaws. By examining a

fracture surface, sometimes an obvious origin of the crack

can be found; it is often a large void, an inclusion, or a

machining crack.6 0 - 6 2 Sometimes a crack origin can be

found by carefully studying topographical features on the

fracture surface such as pore tails, cleavage steps, frac-

ture mirrors, 6 3 - 6 5 gull-wings, rib marks, and Walner

lines. 6 6 However, sometimes ceramics exhibit no obvious

features on the fracture surface so that identification of

67
crack origins is impossible. Chung was able to locate

an area from which a crack grew by examining the micro-

branching with a fluorescent dye penetrant.

While the above mentioned techniques are sometimes

powerful in locating crack origins, direct observation of

the on-set of crack growth from inherent flaws is essential

in order to identify the nature and characteristics of flaws

responsible for the initiation of cracking and to study

micromechanisms of slow crack growth in delayed fracture.

Crack extension from inherent flaws is extremely difficult

to observe, unlike crack propagation from a machined notch

or an artificially induced crack, not only because there

are too many flaws for the microscopic examination as re-

39
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reported by Noone and Mehan but also because cracks are

small and tightly closed.

In addition to conventional optical and scanning elec-

tron microscopy, other techniques were used in this study.

They were fluorescent dye penetrant or special illumination

systems such as Leitz Ultropak for the optical microscopy

and crack decoration by silver nitrate solution for the

scanning electron microscopy. Since there is no need to

explain conventional optical and scanning electron micro-

scopy, only the latter three techniques will be described

in this chapter. Difficulties experienced in locating the

onset of crack extension from the inherent flaws and a

solution to the problems will also be presented in this

chapter.

40
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1. The Fluorescent Dye Penetrant Technique

The fluorescent dye used in this study is a commercial-

ly available product, ZYGLO ZL-54. 6 9 ZL-54 is fluorescent,

ultra-high sensitive, water-washable penetrant. It is

composed of petroleum solvents, surface active agents, and

fluorescent dyes. Available information on its properties

is given in Table 3-1.

The basic principle is to let the fluorescent dye

penetrate into a crack, and then by irradiating the area

with an ultraviolet light to excite another light in a

visible range, so that the existence of the crack can be

revealed. The procedures are very simple as follows:

(1) Precleaning a specimen with an ultrasonic cleaner

with acetone first, then with water,

(2) Drying the specimen by blowing air,

(3) Applying the fluorescent dye on a surface of the

specimen by brushing while the specimen is on a

hot plate at 50-70 0 C,

(4) Keeping the specimen on the hot plate for 15-30

minutes to allow dye penetration,

(5) Rinsing by running tap water to remove excess dye

on the surface for 20-30 seconds with controlled

water pressure of 30-50 psi,

(6) Dryinq by blowing air--hot air can be used but

never more than 100°C to avoid excess dryness,
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Table 3-1 Properties of ZL-54

Viscosity at 37.80C 10.1 cs

Flash Point >93.3 0C(P.M.C.C.)

Density 949 gms/l

Water Tolerance 27.0%

Sulfur >1000 ppm

Chlorine > 600 ppm

Sodium > 100 ppm

Ilucrine > 100 ppm
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(7)* Applying a developer, an absorbent powder, to

enlarge the fluorescent area,

(8) Inspection by an optical microscope with an appro-

priate ultraviolet light source and filtering

system.

Figure 3-1 shows a schematic representation of the

apparatus for the microscopic examination. The wave length

of the light source used in this study was 4,000-4,5000 A.

When the dye penetrant is subjected to the electromagmetic

radiation, it will emit another electromagnetic radiation

of longer wave length in the visible spectrum. The wave
0

length of the emitted radiation is A = 6,000 A, yellow-

green in color. This technique worked very well in de-

tecting microbranching as small as 80 microns in length.

The specimen surface was examined before and after

loading with the fluorescent dye penetrant technique as

described previously. The dye could penetrate into sites

on a surface such as open pores, grain pull-outs, machining

or lapping cracks, and grain boundary groovings. When

rinsing, the excess dye could be washed out from the sites;

however, the fluorescent light from the residual dye inside

the damaged area was intense enough for the detection. A

low magnification micrograph taken on a potential tensile

surface of the specimen, shown in Fig. 3-2, exhibits many

small fluorescent spots and a relatively large spot of 150

Process (7) was omitted in the present study.
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Fig. 3-1 Schematic Drawing of the Microscopic

Examination Apparatus.
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Fig. 3-2 Low Magnification Optical Micrograph
with Fluorescent Dye Penetrant (12 X)

Notice that a large spot can be seen as in dicated

by the arrow.
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microns in diameter. The size of the small spots is gener-

ally one to a few grain size as can be seen in Fig. 3-3.

Notice that intense fluorescent spots can be observed

around voids or grain pull-outs, indicating existence of

grain size damage such as grain boundary separation.

After the microscopic examination of the potential

tensile surface, the specimen was loaded to 124 MPa in

tension for several hours. Then it was unloaded and cleaned

for another microscopic examination. Figure 3-4 shows a

crack which dynamically propagated from the spot identified

in Fig. 3-2. The crack was induced with a special loading

system developed for this study, details of which will be

described in Chapter IV. The micrograph was taken on the

same area as shown in Fig. 3-2, and therefore, still the

surface of the specimen, not the fracture surface. Although

the crack propagated dynamically in the transverse direction,

it did not cause catastrophic failure of the specimen due

to the special loading system.

The crack shown in Fig. 3-4 was later broken into two

halves to examine the nature of the large spot revealed by

the dye in Fig. 3-2. The scanning electron micrograph of

the fracture surface is shown in Fig. 3-5. A large un-

sintered void of 150 p in diameter can be recognized with

a number of small particles around it. Notice that the

fracture mode is mainly transgranular, indicating fast

fracture, but no obvious feature such as pore tails or

cleavage steps can be seen.
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Fig. 3-4 Low Magnification Optical Micrograph

with Fluorescent Dye Penetrant after

Cracking (12 X)
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a large unsintered
void (150 p dia.)

100 p

Fig. 3-5 Composite Scanning Electron Fractograph

of the Crack Origin Revealed by the
Fluorescent Dye Penetrant in Fig. 3-2.
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2. Leitz Ultropak Illumination System

A special incident light illuminator, Ultropak, which

permits observation to a greater depth in translucent

material by minimizing light scattering, was used on the

optical microscope, Leitz Ortholux. A typical micrograph

revealing a crack by the Leitz Ultropak is shown in Fig.

3-6. This optical micrograph was taken on a portion of

the crack shown in Fig. 3-4. The crack was revealed better

by blocking one-half of the incident light to enhance the

contrast between one side of the crack and the other. In

the micrograph, the incident light on the left side was

blocked.
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4 fA

main crack plane

Fig. 3-6 Optical Micrograph with Leitz

Ultropak Revealing a Crack. (500 X)
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3. Crack Decoration with Silver Nitrate Solution

This technique is the counterpart for the scanning

electron microscopy of the fluorescent dye penetrant for

the optical microscopy. The basic principle is to let the

silver nitrate solution penetrate into a crack, and then

by irradiating with an electron beam to excite electrons in

the silver, the existence of the crack can be revealed. The

procedures are as follow:
7 0

(1) polishing a specimen to eliminate large machini;.g

cracks for better resolution,

(2) applying 2 mol silver nitrate solution by im-

mersing the specimen overnight,

(3) rinsing by running tap water to remove excess

silver nitrate solution,

(4) drying by blowing air,

(5) vapor deposition of a conductive material for

the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)--gold

coating of approximately 200 A in thickness was

used in this study,

(6) SEN examination in the primary mode instead of

the secondary mode; the highly energetic electrons

coming out of the silver, which is trapped in the

cracked sites, can be seen as bright white lines.

Preparation of 2 mole AgNO 3 solution from. chemically pure
crystal AcNO 3. Weight per mol of AgNO 3 is 169.87 gm/mol.
For example, to make 2 mol solution in 25 cc, 0.05 mol of
AgNO 3 is needed. Therefore, 8.49 gm of AgNO3 crystal is
necessary to nukc 2 mo] solution in 25 cc of watcr.
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A typical scanning electron micrograph revealing a

crack by this technique is shown in Fig. 3-7. Portions

appearing whiter than the background indicate trapped silver.

The crack was induced by thermal shock, and the photograph

is a small portion of the entire crack length. The white

line was somewhat discontinuous; nevertheless, the crack

was successfully revealed by this technique. Notice there

is a secondary crack observed above the main crack plane.
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secondary crack

main crack
plane

Fig. 3-7 Scanning Electron Micrograph with

Silver Nitrate Solution Revealing

a Crack. (700 X)

Notice that a secondary crack can be seen above

the main crack plane.
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4. The Problem Encountered and Its Solution

In spite of an extensive effort to locate the early

stage of crack extension from inherent flaws, the fluores-

cent dye penetrant, Leitz Ultropak illumination, and the

crack decoration by silver nitrate solution techniques did

not work. Although a crack which had propagated dynamically

in large scale was readily observed by the techniques, the

on-set of crack growth from the inherent flaws could not

be seen at all. It might be because when a crack propa-

gates dynamically in large scale, some debris may be

left in the crack to keep the crack open, whereas the crack

might be very small and tightly closed in the early stage

of crack extension from the inherent flaws.

It was finally found, after numerous trials, that the

dye penetrant or silver nitrate solution could penetrate

into a crack only when the penetrant was present at the

sites while cracks were forming. The dye or the solution

could penetrate into the fine cracks by capillary effect

unhindered by contained air or contamination of the crack

surface. Therefore, a newly designed three-point bending

test fixture was made to explore the possibility of dye

penetrant and silver nitrate solution technique. The ten-

sile surface of a specimen was immersed in either the

fluorescent dye penetrant or the silver nitrate solution

while the load was applied. The test fixture is shown in

Fig. 3-8. Notice that the penetrant or the solution is

maintained in the reservoir.
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The preliminary delayed fracture test was conducted

using the three-point bending fixture with the fluorescent

dye penetrant in the reservoir. The specimen failed after

25 minutes at 131 MPa, which is 68% of the average fracture

strength. The broken halves were attached together, and

the tensile surface was subjected to the microscopic exami-

nation using the optical microscopy with the ultraviolet

light. Figure 3-9 shows the composite optical micrograph

taken on the tensile surface of the failed halves together.

In addition to the main crack which caused failure of the

specimen, some smaller linear arrays of fluorescent spots

can be seen. A linear array might indicate a crack or a

cluster of small cracks extended from the inherent flaws.

Notice that there are no linear arrays of fluorescent dye

spots far away from the center, where stresses were much

less, indicating that the arrays of spots were not induced

by machining or lapping, but by the applied tensile stress.

While the preliminary tests with the fluorescent dye

penetrant were successful in locating the early stage of

crack extension from the inherent flaws, the silver nitrate

solution technicue had an additional problem; the solution

is so highly corrosive that no metallic parts could be used

in the testing fixture. Therefore, only the fluorescent

dye penetrant will be used to reveal the sites of crack

initiation in the present study.

Figure 3-10(a) shows a higher maqnification (100 X)

optical micrograph of a linear array of fluorescent dye
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Fig. 3-9 Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant after Fracture in Three-point Bending. (12 X)

Notice that in addition to the main crack(m), a few linear arrays(1)

can be observed.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-10 (a) Linear Array of Fluorescent Dye Spots,

(b) The Same Dye Spots Superimposed on the

Optical Micrograph.
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spots obtained by the previously mentioned technique.

Notice that the crack width seems to be broad in the photo-

graph because the spots are the projected areaof what is

probably a very complicated three-dimensional crack or a

cluster of small cracks. In order to correlate the fluores-

cent spots and the surface topography, the ultraviolet

light and the conventional optical illumination were super-

imposed. Figure 3-10(b) shows the superimposed micrograph

of the same area as shown in Fig. 3-10(a). The trace of the

crack path can be seen relative to the surface image. Dark

spots and lines in the micrograph are an indication of flaws

such as grain pull-outs, pores, or machining cracks. Notice

that the fluorescent spots are located next to or between

the dark spots. Further examination of the microscopic

features and crack origins and crack paths was carried out

by comparing the optical micrographs and the scanning

electron micrographs. Figure 3-11(a) shows another linear

array of dye spots. The spots were superimposed on the

optical micrograph to obtain the trace of the crack path.

Figure 3-11(b) shows the optical micrograph at a higher

magnification; the shaded areas represent where the fluo-

rescent spots appeared. Again notice that the spots exist

next to or between the inherent flaws. Figure 3-11(c) shows

the scanning electron micrograph of the same area. The

surface topography is clearly shown; however, no crack can

be seen at this magnification (500 X) even though the
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Fig. 3-11(a) A Linear Array of Fluorescent Spots.
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existence of the crack had been confirmed by the fluores-

cent dye penetrant experiment. This is in agreement with

the unsuccessful attempts to observe slow crack growth from

inherent flaws using scanning electron microscopy and op-

tical microscopy with special techniques.

Figure 3-12 shows a small portion of Fig. 3-11(c) at

much higher magnification. Some inherent flaws are seen

to be connected by fine intergranular cracks as indicated

by arrows, but the cracks could only be observed along a

small portion of the entire crack length as revealed by

the dye.

Inability of the scanning electron microscopy to clear-

ly reveal this kind of cracks was true for all the cracks

observed in the present study. Observation of only a small

portion of a crack, even when its location is exactly known,

confirms superiority of revealing small cracks by the fluo-

rescent dye penetrant technique.

Although the adverse environment of the fluorescent

dye might affect the crack velocity, study of slow crack

growth initiated at inherent surface flaws by this method

is meaningful. The objectives of the present study are to

identify the flaws responsible for the initiation and to

study micromechanisms of slow crack growth in delayed

fracture, not to study the effect of a specific environment

on the ratc of crack growth.

Now that a microscopic examination has been success-

fully developed to reveal locations of the early stage of
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crack extension from the inherent flaws, which permits

identification of flaws and leads to determination of the

micromechanisms of slow crack growth. The next objective

is to develop a mechanical testing system to create a number

of cracks on a surface of a specimen without causing catas-

trophic failure.
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CHAPTER IV

MECHANICAL TESTING AND MATERIAL

The objectives of the present study are to identify

flaws responsible for the crack initiation and to study the

micromechanisms of slow crack growth in the delayed fracture

of alumina. Two major hurdles to overcome were foreseen

in order to achieve the objectives: (1) a fine-crack detec-

tion technique to reveal location of the early stage of

crack extension from inherent flaws and (2) a mechanical

testing technique to create many crack initiations on a

surface of a specimen for economic reasons. The first has

been discussed in Chapter III in detail.

In studying delayed fracture, three- or four-point

bending tests have been used widely. However, if there was

a large void, inclusion, or any other flaw present on a

surface of a specimen, then once the crack started to grow,

it would cause catastrophic failure of the specimen in

these bending tests. It is economically undesirable to

study one worst flaw per specimen. Therefore, a new testing

system was needed which had a capability of creating a

number of crack initiations from inherent flaws without

causing catastrophic failure of the specimen. For this,

the eccentrically loaded column testing apparatus was

developed.
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In this chapter, the material used in the present study

will be explained briefly and a detailed description of the

eccentrically loaded column testing apparatus will be

presented.
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1. Specimen

1.1 Material

The ceramic material used in the present study is

sintered alumina, WESGO A-300. Chemical composition and

physical properties are given in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2

respectively. The material was chosen because of the

following reasons:

(1) it is optically opaque to some depth, t100 t,

which makes optical inspection by both Zeiss

microscope with the fluorescent dye penetrant and

Leitz microscope with Ultropak possible,

(2) mechanical and physical properties are available

on the material.

1.2 Specimen Dimensions and Surface Finish

The billet was cut into 50 by 50 by 100 mm blocks by

Ceradyne. The ends of those blocks were then lapped

within five wavelengths by WESGO and then returned to

Ceradyne for the final slicing into 10 by 10 by 100 mm

specimens. Thirty-two specimens of Ak-300 were prepared.

For ease of crack detection, ten Ak-300 were sent back

to WESGO for an additional lapping. One surface and two

edges were lapped to eliminate machined cracks and edge

effects. The specimen is shown in Pic. 4-1.

*

**Western Gold and Platinum Co., Belmont, California 94004.
Ceradyne, Santa Ana, California 92705.
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Table 4-1. Chemical Composition of Al-300 (wt %)

Si Mg Ca Na Cr Fe Ga Ti

1.25 0.02 0.60 0.02 0.001 0.07 0.015 0.025

Table 4-2. Physical Properties of Al-300

Average Strength 191.7 MPa (27,800 psi)*

Young's Modulus 327.5 GPa (47,500 ksi)

Average Grain Size 32 microns

* Stress Rate, 20 MPa/sec.
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2. Eccentrically Loaded Column Testing Apparatus

2.1 Basic Principle

The basic concept is to arrest cracks, which have

emanated from inherent flaws before they propagate to cause

catastrophic failure of the specimen. This can be achieved

by superimposing a compressive axial load P and a bending

moment Mxy as shown in Fig. 4-2. The axial load P is

applied in x-direction, and the bending moment M is ap-xy

plied so that tensile stresses are induced on a surface

and large compressive stresses are induced on the opposite

surface of the specimen. The superimposed loading condition

can be obtained by the eccentrically loaded column testing

apparatus. When a crack starts to propagate on the tensile

surface, it grows slowly until the crack size becomes

critical. The shape of the crack may be a portion of an

ellipse due to a nonuniform stress field as shown in Fig.

4-3, which makes detection from the surface easier. When

it reaches the critical value, the crack will propagate

dynamically in the z-direction but not in the y-direction

(depth-wise). Therefore, the cracking does not cause

catastrophic failure of the specimen. A crack which propa-

gated dynamically in the z-direction to form the final

shape indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 4-4 will be

called an all-the-way-across crack hereafter in the dis-

sertation. An all-the-way-across crack depth was revealed

by the fluorescent dye penetrant as shown in Fig. 4-5. In
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a surface crack// tensile stress

Iti

xy Mxy

Iwo 1/

I , I

\large compressive stress

Fig. 4-2 Idealized State of Stress Induced by

Superimposed Compression and Bending.
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shape of growing tensile stress
cakfotrack origin field

neutral
- - - - - - - ~ axi s

Fig. 4-3 Shape of a Growing Crack; not semicircular
due to the steep stress gradient.
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Final crack shape after

dynamically propagated

in Z-direction

crack origin critical crack size neutral axis

, //1 ,,/ ; ,. /"°..1

Y

II ZIX

Fig. 4-4 Cross Section of a Specimen and Crack

Propagation Behavior.
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tensile surface

Fig. 4-5 Penetration Depth of the Fluorescent Dye When

a Crack Runs All-the-Way-Across the Specimen

in the Z Direction. (12 X)
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Fig. 4-5, the optical fractograph was taken after the all-

the-way-across crack was formed, the fluorescent dye was

applied, and the crack was opened by fracture. Notice that

the crack was arrested in the y-direction due to the com-

pressive stresses; the crack depth is about 1.2 mm and the

neutral axis of the specimen is 1.0 mm from the tensile

surface in this case.
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2.2 Apparatus

The eccentrically loaded column testing apparatus was

developed to induce tensile stresses on a surface and large

compressive stresses on the opposite surface of a specimen.

The apparatus was designed to maintain the stress for a

long period of time with good reproducibility. It consists

of loading blocks made out of hardened 4340 steel and an

alignment jig made out of aluminum as shown in Fig. 4-6.

The hardened steel components of the loading blocks, start-

ing from each end of the specimen, consist of a truncated

pyramid, a cylindrical roller, a V-grooved block, a second

cylindrical roller transverse to the first, and a second

V-grooved block. All the components fit into the alignment

jig, and the eccentricity is machined into the alignment

jig as shown in Fig. 4-7. This eccentricity induces a

bending moment on a surface of the specin Zr., combined with

the large axial compression, producing tensile stresses on

a surface while inducing much higher compressive stresses

on the opposite surface of the specimen. The ratio between

the tensile and compressive stress is controlled by the

amount of eccentricity built into the alignment jig; thus,

the ratio can be accurately controlled.

Difficulties arise when a ceramic material is subjected

to high compressive stresses through a metallic component;

the ceramic tends to crack due to the difference in Poisson's

ratio as illustrated in Fiq. 4-8. This is often called
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V-Grooved Block Truncated

ccetrlityBuilt Into
The Aligrnent Jig

Fig. 4-7 Built-in Eccentricity in the
Aligrnent Jig.
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Material with high

Poisson's ratio

Material with low

lp -- Poisson's ratio

Fig. 4-8 Induced Tensile Stress Due to

Difference in Poisson's Ratio.
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"end-splitting". In order to avoid the failure, closer

matching of the transverse compliance was needed; this was

achieved by using the truncated pyramids to reduce the

stress in the steel components next to the ceramic specimen.

Also paper was placed between the steel and the ceramic to

reduce friction. Detail of the difficulties and solutions

in testing of ceramics in compression has been discussed by

Sines and Adams.
71

It might be thought that other compressive loading

devices could serve the same purpoee. For example, a

spherical joint instead of the double cross cylinders has

been successfully used in some cases; however, friction

between the mating surfaces makes the joint ineffective upon

application of very high loads. Another apparatus to be

considered area pressurized fluid layer between the matinq
72 73

surfaces and an air bearing as load bearing, friction-

less components. These apparatuses are very complicated

and expensive so that they are inappropriate for the pre-

sent study.

The eccentrically loaded column testing apparatus is

self-contained, and it provides a very accurate load path

on a specimen by any loading frame which may not have an

accurately controlled load path. All the components and

the alignment jig and the specimen are fitted together in

the photograph shown in Fig. 4-9. The alignment jig was

left intact with the loading blocks all the time to provide
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the accurate load path and to keep the blocks from flying

away in case of premature failure.
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2.3 Loading Frame

An essential problem that had to be solved was how to

maintain a high constant load on the apparatus over periods

of a few days. The 100,000 lb Riehle mechanical beam

machine was ideal for this application because of its

simplicity and stability. The beam machine was modified

to give even more reliability and accuracy of the constant

load by a secondary motor as shown in Fig. 4-10. The

secondary motor drives the loading cross head at about

0.008 of the speed of the regular drive. If the load falls

off, the microswitch senses the drop of the beam and

activates the secondary motor until the correct load is

obtained.

By some minor modifications, such as shape of the

alignment jig and shape and depth of the V-grooves in the

loading blocks, the results of the test improved from

premature failure of the specimen shown in Fig. 4-11 to

very stable multiple crack formation without catastrophic

failure of the specimen as shown in Fig. 4-12.
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2.4 Analysis of the Eccentrically Loaded Column

When a column is subjected to an eccentric compressive

load as shown in Fig. 4-13, the displacements in y-direction

along x-axis can be obtained in the following manner:

The differential equation for the problem is

v I V +k 2Vl =0 (4-1)
(x) (x)

The general solution to eq. (4-1) can be given by

V(x )  C1 +C2x +C 3sin(kx) +C 4cos(kx) (4-2)

where k 2 = P/EI

The boundary conditions are

V =0

V'O = 0
(0) =(4-3)

M( ) = Pe

V( ) = 0

eq. (4-3) gives

v(£) = 1 +C2t +C 3 sink£ +C 4coskk = 0 (4-4a)

JVio ) = C2 +C 3 k 0 (4-4b)

M= EIv ,x) EI(-C 3k sink. -C4 kcoskk) =Pe (4-4c)

V( = 0 (4-4d)
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P x p

2%

Fig. 4-13 A Column Subjected to an Eccentric

Compressive Load.
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From eq. (4-4d)

V = -Pv' -M' -Pv' -EIv"' 0

V() = P(C2 +C 3kcoskk -C 4ksink£) -EI(-C 3k
3coskk

+ C4k 3sink£)

42

- -PC 2 k(P -Elk 2) (C3cosk -C 4sinkZ) 0

By definition,

2
p = Elk

Therefore,

C 2 =0

From eq. (4-4b)

C3  0

From eq. (4-4c)

Pe e
4 cosk cosk.

From eq. (4-4a)

C = e

Thus,

(x e(1 - coskx(45
W coskx.

at x = 0

1( -1~ _

v(0) cosk =. Cos(e -1 /2)
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Once the displacements in y-direction are obtained, the

axial strain in x-direction is expressed as follows:

~p
Lxx AE (x)y

Then,

P_ + e k 2 (coskx) y
Lxx AE coskk

Pe ffY p 1/2
A+p +cos()P 1/2k[cos(-) x] (4-6)

EEl

Equation (4-6) gives the axial strain on the surface of the

specimen. As we can see from eq. (4-6), when the bending

contribution from the transverse displacement is sufficient-

ly large, tensile stresses can be induced on one side and

large compressive stresses on the opposite surface of the

specimen.
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2.5 Amount of Eccentricity and the Load Path Accuracy

In order to ensure the load path accuracy and high

reproducibility of the newly developed testing system,

considerable strain gage measurements were taken. Nine

strain gages were installed on surfaces of a specimen as

shown in Fig. 4-14 to see if the calculated stress distribu-

tion was obtained, if the desired tension-to-compression

ratio was obtained, and if the stresses were constant

across the specimen.

Numerous data were obtained and are summarized in Fig.

4-15 and Table 4-3. Figure 4-15 illustrates the stress

distribution on the tensile surface of the specimen with

three alignment jigs with different eccentricities. Notice

that the distance of 50.8 mm from the end of the specimen

is that center of the column. Also notice that the larger

the eccentricity, the more uniform the stress distribution

on a tensile surface. Table 4-3 shows side-by-side accuracy

as well as the tensile-to-compressive stress ratio for a

given load. By selecting an appropriate amount of eccen-

tricity, the ratio between the tension and compression can

be controlled. Consequently comparison in slow crack growth

behavior between tension and compression may be made. As

shown in Table 4-3, 0.53, 0.76, and 1.02 mm of eccentrici-

ties resulted in 14.1 to 1, 11.9 to 1, and 10.1 to 1 ratios

between the maximum compressive and tensile stresses at

64' of the tensile strength of A-300. For examp]e, the
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16.94 mm 50.82
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4 16.94mm 9
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33.88 mm

TENSILE SURFACE COMPRESSIVE SURFACE

Fig. 4-14 Specimen with Nine Strain Gages

for Calibration.
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Table 4-3. Load Path Accuracy of the Testing Apparatus

Eccentricity Side-by-Side Accuracy (%) Load
Ratio

(m) 2 & 3 4 & 5 6 & 7 8 & 9 (kN)

0.53 NA 2.78 NA 0.35 14.1 83.4

0.76 3.63 2.13 3.73 0.42 11.9 67.8

1.02 NA 1.28 NA 0.41 10.1 53.4
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0

1.02 mm jig induced 3838x10-6 in compressive and 380xl0-
6

in tensile strain at 53.4 kN.

The reservoir for the fluorescent dye penetrant was

made out of plastic, and glued to the specimen directly with

silicon glue as shown in Fig. 4-16. The reservoir was

detached every time the specimen was unloaded for the

microscopic examination.
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the truncated
pyramid

"*the specimen

reservoir

for the dye

penetrant

glued to

the specimen

Fig. 4-16 Reservoir for the Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant Attached to the Eccentrically

Loaded Column Specimen.
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CHAPTER V

CRACK ORIGINS AND MICROMECHANISMS

Instead of examining fracture surfaces to locate the

inherent flaws responsible for the initiation of flow crack

growth in the delayed fracture of alumina, direct observa-

tion of the onset of crack extension from the flaws was

successfully carried out as discussed in Chapter III. The

microscopic examination technique was combined with the

mechanical testing technique, the eccentrically loaded

column testing, described in Chapter IV to identify many

potential crack sites on a surface of a specimen. When

the techniques were combined, the cracks would start to

emanate from the inherent flaws and would be revealed by

the fluorescent dye penetrant technique. Procedure of the

technique is:

(1) the specimen was cleaned with an ultrasonic

cleaner,

(2) the fluorescent dye penetrant reservoir was glued

to the specimen,

(3) the specimen was loaded in the eccentrically

loaded column testing apparatus to a certain

stress level, which was sufficiently low so that

the delayed fracture would occur over from one to

several days,

(4) the specimen was unloaded, and the reservoir was
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detached for the microscopic examination approxi-

mately every 24 hours.

The following four figures, Fig. 5-1 to Fig. 5-4, show

the composite optical micrographs with the fluorescent dye

after 24, 48, 166, and 324 hours, respectively at a stress

level of 124 MPa, which is 65 percent of the average frac-

ture strength. In Fig. 5-1, notice that there is a large

handling flaw or a chip at an edge of the specimen, but no

linear array of the fluorescent dye spots is observed. The

composite micrograph in Fig. 5-2 was taken 24 hours after

Fig. 5-1. Notice that the linear array of the spots can be

seen rext to the handling flaw as expected. In Fig. 5-3,

some t)-re of the linear arrays of the spots can be seen

w) 1ve tiLe one observed in Fig. 5-2 did not grow. Notice

that the largest is found at an edge away from the center.

Figure 5-4 was taken 158 hours after Fig. 5-3. The largest

crack identified in Fig. 5-3 and another one went catas-

trophic in the transverse direction while some more of the

linear arrays of the spots can be seen. As indicated in

Chapter III, cracked areas that have been revealed by the

dye will be examined with the scanning electron microscopy

in detail to identify the critical flaws.

In section 1, the inherent flaws responsible for the

initiation of slow crack growth will be identified using

scanningj electron micrographs of the cracked portion of the

specimen surface. The microscopic cracks in this section
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Fig. 5-1 Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant after 24 hours at 124 MPa.

Notice that there is a handling flaw(C) at an edge of the

specimen, but no linear array of fluorescent spots is seen.
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Fig. 5-2 Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant after 48 hours at 124 MPa.

Notice that there is a linear array of fluorescent spots(L)

near the handling flaw(C)
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Fig. 5-3 Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye
Penetrant after 166 hours at 124 MPa.

Notice that a few more of the linear arrays(L) appeared the

largest one is located at an edge of the specimen
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Fig. 5-4 Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant after 324 hours at 124 MPa.

Notice that two cracks dynamically propagated all-the-way-across(A)

while some more of the linear arrays appeared.
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are the ones which did not propagate dynamically although

they might have been formed by dynamic coalescence of micro-

scopic cracks ("Pop-in"). In section 2, the micromechanisms

of slow crack growth in delayed fracture will be studied

based upon the experimental observation in the present

study. The generalized microscopic crack growth law, based

upon the local effective critical stress intensity factor

and the interaction and coalescence of cracks, will be

proposed. It will be shown that the proposed model gives

much better prediction of time-to-failure compared with

the conventional approach. In section 3, applicability of

the conventional time-to-failure calculation and proof

testing concept will be reexamined. Some suggestions will

be made on the improvement of crack growth resistance in

section 4. Failure modes, whether intergranular or trans-

granular, and slow crack growth in compression will be

discussed briefly in section 5 and section 6, respectively.
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1. Crack Origins

It is generally accepted that brittle materials fail

due to cracking from preexisting flaws upon application of

an external load. The preexisting flaws, intrinsic or

extrinsic, may be called inherent flaws of the material.

The inherent flaws which can be the potential crack origins

are summarized and listed in Table 5-1.

Techniques have been developed to identify flaws

responsible for the initiation of slow crack growth in

delayed fracture of alumina as shown previously. It was

expected that small cracks emanating from a worst flaw on a

surface of a specimen could be revealed by the fluorescent

dye penetrant, thereby the nature and characteristics of

the flaw could be identified. However, a single worst flaw

acting by itself as a crack origin was not found in the

present study with the only exception of the large unsin-

tered void shown in Fig. 3-2 in Chapter II. The actual

crack origins were found to be asse lies of near-by in-

herent flaws connected by very fine intergranular cracks.

Since surfaces of the specimen contain a great number

of inherent microscopic flaws closely distributed as can be

seen in Fig. 3-11, it is obvious that there is interaction

of near-by flaws. The interaction can result in higher

stress intensity factors at the tips of the flaws for a

given applied stress; ultimately, it can lead to dynamic

coalescence ("Pop-in") of the cracks.
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Table 5-1. Inherent Flaws of Ceramics

Intrinsic Extrinsic

Pores Machining or lapping

Grain boundary triplets Grain pull-outs

Pores within grains Machining cracks
transverse

Large un-sintered voids normal

Grain boundary separation
Microcracks due to

Thermal expansion anisotropy Handling flaws

Chips
Second phase

Impact cracks
Inclusions (impurities) lateral cracks

median cracks
Glassy phase at grain
boundaries

Twin Boundaries
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Delayed fracture is a result of the environmentally

assisted slow crack growth; therefore, crack origins are on

a surface of the material where an adverse chemical species

can react with the material. There is numerous evidence
4

that the water of the environment interacts with the ceramic,

especially with a glassy phase. The alumina used in the

present study contains some silicon, calcium, and sodium

which tend to form a glassy phase at grain boundaries.

The glassy phase is susceptible to attack by the water.

Therefore, the observation of extensive intergranular

cracking, along grain boundaries, is reasonable.

Another reason why grain boundaries are likely to crack

is simply because the effective fracture energy of a grain

boundary is lower than the polycrystalline value due to

crystal mismatch at a grain boundary. Also since alumina

has the hexagonal structure, difference in thermal expansion

coefficient between the c-axis and a-axis, approximately

lxlO-6 -1 , can cause residual strain to build up near grain

boundaries. If there is a grain boundary triplet as shown

in Fig. 5-5, the residual strain might be large enough to
74

cause spontaneous cracking upon cooling or to lead to

premature cracking upon external loading. For larger grain

sized materials, the spontaneous grain boundary cracking

due to thermal anisotropy is more pronounced because the

elastic strain energy available for fracture is a function

3of d3 , where d is grain size, whereas the effective fracture
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a-axisGrain boundary
tripletc-axi s

Fig. 5-5. Geometrical Configuration Which Gives Rise

to Grain Boundary Cracking Due to Thermal

Expansion Anisotropy Between a-axis and

c-axis.
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energy is a function of d2 . This is analogous to nucleation

and growth of a particle, where there is a critical particle

size for stable nucleation and growth.

Some clear examples of crack origins which involve the

interaction and coalescence of inherent flaws are shown in

Fig. 5-6 to Fig. 5-9. The cracks shown did not propagate

dynamically; notice that some inherent flaws are seen to

be connected by very fine intergranular cracks. It is now

clear that the interaction and coalescence of multiple

cracks mist be considered in slow crack growth of alumina

instead of the simplistic single-worst-flaw concept. It

is also clear that the effective fracture energy may be

controlled by the grain boundary fracture energy which is

significantly lower than its polycrystalline value and is

somewhat close to the single crystal cleavage energy.

Another typical example of the early stage of crack

growth is shown in Fig. 5-10. A machining or lapping flaw

and an inherent flaw are seen to be connected by a fine

crack. Machining and lapping are known to create a surface

damage layer, consisting of a machining crack and a plastic

deformation zone as schematically shown in Fig. 5-11. The

plastic zone acts as a wedge leaving a localized residual

stress at the crack tip. This is similar to damage caused

by the indentation process. Figure 5-12 illustrates an

example of machiningD or lapping damage which occurred when

a hard machining particle intersected an inherent flaw.
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Fig. 5-6 Scanning Electron Micrograph Revealing Some Inherent

Flaws and Intergranular Cracks Connecting the Flaws

(the cracks are indicated by arrows)
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Fig. 5-7 Scanning Electron Micrograph Revealing Some Inherent

Flaws and Intergranular Cracks Connecting the Flaws
(the cracks are indicated by arrows)
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Fig. 5-8

Scanning Electron

MicrographiRevealing Some
4Inherent Flaws

and Intergranular

Cracks Connecting

the Flaws.

(the cracks are

indicated by

arrows)
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Fig. 5-9 Scanning Electron Micrograph Revealing Some Inherent

Flaws and Intergranular Cracks Connecting the Flaws.

(the cracks are indicated by arrows)
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specimen surface machining°

groove

i plastic zone

_ - residual stresses induced

_ by the plastic
-- /f/ zone

machining crack underneath the

machining groove

Fig. 5-11 Schematic Representation of Machining

Cra:k with Residual Stresses Due to

Plastic Zone.
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lapping or machining direction

machining or
lapping crack

extended from

an inherent

flaw

Fig. 5-12 Schematic Representation of Machining Crack

Formation Due to Interaction of Hard Particles

with an Inherent Flaw.
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It seems that machining cracks are more pronounced at the

inherent flaws; therefore, machining cracks may act as an

extension of flaws. The phenomena can be called "Comet-

tails", and a typical example is shown in Fig. 5-13.

Another important point to be noticed is that in de-

layed fracture, it was found that sites for crack origins

can be multiple as seen in Fig. 5-4, depending upon applied

stress and time. Some crack sites may be potentially criti-

cal, and some may not. Since many crack sites appear with

time under a constant stress, it indicates that a worst

crack site for the strength test (fast fracture) may not

be the worst crack site for the delayed fracture test. In

other words, for a given stress, microscopic cracks emanate

from inherent flaws and coalesce with time to form a macro-

scopic crack which may become stable due to the local

microstructural heterogeneity, meantime other microscopic

cracks interact and coalesce to form other macrocracks

which may become stable, and so on. In order to cause

catastrophic failure, either the coalesced macroscopic

crack grows to a critical size or the stress intensity

factor of a total assembly of small cracks exceeds the

critical value. A detailed discussion on the micromechan-

isms of slow crack growth will be presented in the followinq

section.
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Fig. 5-13 Scanning Electron Micrograph Revealing a

Grain Pull-out(G) and a Comet-tail (C).
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2. Micromechanisms of Slow Crack Growth in Delayed

Fracture of Alumina

A scenario of slow crack growth in delayed fracture

can be written as follows based upon direct observation

made in the present study:

(1) The specimen surface has a random distribution of

the inherent flaws as shown in Fig. 5-14a. There

are some potential sites for crack origins.

(2) Small cracks start emanating from the flaws due

to stress enhanced chemical reaction. The local

stress intensity factor is affected by the inter-

action of the microscopic cracks, and crack

velocity is affected by the local heterogeneity

as shown in Fig. 5-14b.

(3) Some microscopic cracks, which grew from the in-

herent flaws, dynamically coalesce to form a

larger crack. Then there are two possibilities

from this point in order to cause catastrophic

failure: (a) the coalesced crack continues to

grow to the critical size, or (b) the stress

intensity factor of a total assembly of small

cracks exceeds the critical value.

Two important questions arise concerning crack growth

behavior:

(1) How does a microscopic crack qrow; does it follow

the well-established slow crack growth law given
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Fig. 5-14. A Scenario of Slow Crack Growth in Delayed Fracture
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in eq. (2-14)?

da/dt = A Kn (2-14)

(2) How is crack growth affected by the interaction

and coalescence of cracks?

The objective of this section is to provide answers

to the above questions. In section 2.1, the microscopic

single crack growth law, using the concept of the effective

critical stress intensity factor, will be proposed. In

section 2.2, a mathematical model will be used to demon-

strate the effect of the interaction and coalescence of

microscopic cracks of the time-to-failure in delayed frac-

ture using the single crystal critical stress intensity

factor. In section 2.3, the single microscopic crack growth

law and the concept of the interaction and coalescence of

cracks will be combined to obtain the generalized micro-

scopic crack growth law. Calculated time-to-failure based

upon the proposed analysis will then be compared with the

experimental data and with the conventional approach. It

will be shown that the proposed analysis gives much better

prediction than the existing one.
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2.1 The Single Microscopic Crack Growth Law

It is generally accepted that slow crack growth from

inherent flaws often precedes fracture of a ceramic

material. 50'7 5 If a microscopic crack grows from an in-

herent flaw, then the accuracy of a calculated time-to-

failure based upon the macroscopic crack growth law given

in eq. (2-14) and eq. (2-15) becomes questionable since

the critical size is in a microscopic dimension for a

reasonable operating stress.

When a microscopic crack exists in a grain, the crack

must behave as if it were in a single-crystal solid. It

has been known that the fracture energies for single

crystal and polycrystalline solids of the same material are
50

often different due to microscopic heterogeneities. In

fact, an entire curve of slow crack growth law for the

single crystal sapphire in (1012) plane 4 lies below what

is generally believed as the static fatigue threshold for

a coarse-grained (25 ) polycrystalline alumina 3 1 in 50%

relative humidity as shown in Fig. 5-15. Therefore, it is

necessary to have a "microscopic crack growth law" in order

to characterize behavior of a microscopic crack. In this

section, an isolated microscopic crack growth law will be

developed based upon the local effective critical stress

intensity factor concept.

In order to construct the microscopic crack growth

law, the following assumptions were made:
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(1) the material constants under a certain environment,

A, B, and n in eq. (2-14) and eq. (2-15), evalu-

ated from the conventional macroscopic crack

growth law, are valid,

(2) the local heterogeneity due to residual stresses

or different crystal orientations can be expressed

solely in terms of the effective critical stress
C ad

intensity factor, Kff and

(3) crack velocity at an instant can be given as a

function of the ratio between the stress intensity

factor and the local effective critical stress

intensity factor, that is

da/dt = v = B(K/K ) n  (5-1)
C51

where Kf = the local effective critical stresseff

intensity factor

Equation (5-1) is a general case of the macroscopic crach
34

growth law formulated by Sines given in eq. (2-15).

In order to justify the assumptions (1) to (3), the

slow crack growth curves shown in Fig. 5-15 were replotted

in Fig. 5-16 according to eq. (5-1). A good matching of

the curves can be seen; therefore, it was confirmed that

the assumptions are appropriate.

The local heterogeneity is almost always present in

any polycrystalline material due to different crystal
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Fig. 5-16 Replotted Crack Velocity vs Stress Intensity

Factor Shown in Fig. 5-15; Stress Intensity

Factor Is Normalized According to Eq.(5-1)
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orientations, fracture energy anisotropy of crystal planes,

or localized residual stresses. If a crack propagates

through the different heterogeneities, the local crack

velocity must be controlled by the local heterogeneity.

Therefore, eq. (5-1) may be interpreted as a group of lines

with B and n being constant and with Kc  being the onlyeff

variable as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5-17. Figure

5-17 represents an example of the single microscopic crack

growth model which is proposed here. The implication of the

law is that the crack growth rate shifts as the crack tip

encounters different local heterogeneities. For example,

a crack may encounter a grain unfavorably oriented for crack

growth or a residual compressive stress, then the growth

rate shifts down to an appropriate one of the lines to

accommodate the change. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-18.

A microscopic crack is assumed to exist within a grain in

this example, as shown in Fig. 5-19. When an appropriate

external load is applied, the crack starts to propagate.

When the crack reaches the next band of grains, at point A,

the growth rate shifts due to the different local hetero-

geneity. The growth rate shifts again at B and C. When

the crack encounters a band of grains with many grains

unfavorably oriented, the crack velocity drops dramatically

at D. The crack velocity becomes so low that the crack

may look as though it were arrested. When the crack slowly

propagates and reaches the next band of grains, the rate
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Fig. 5-17 The Single Microscopic Crack Growth Law Shown

As A Group of Discrete Crack Growth Line.
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Fig. 5-19 Crack Growth Through Different Local

Heterogeneities and Anisotropies.
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shifts again at E. At this point the crack might be large

enough to average out the local heterogeneities; therefore,

it starts to behave like a macroscopic crack, and it follows

the well-established macroscopic crack growth law until the

crack size becomes critical for catastrophic failure. A

possible example of crack growth shown in Fig. 5-18 somewhat

resembles the crack growth curve taken from the Space Shuttle

tile 7 6 which is highly anisotropic material.

Since any crystalline material is anisotropic in micro-

scopic dimensions, the proposed approach seems reasonable.

This approach also explains the possibility of the existence

of a different crack growth law near the static fatigue

threshold as speculated by Soma et al. 5 2 Kirchner 7 5 used

only the single crystal and the polycrystalline fracture

energy to calculate the time-to-failure in a very large-

grained alumina, but did not consider the transition regime;

therefore, when the grain size is not so large, the calcula-

tion is not applicable.

It has been demonstrated here that a microscopic crack

may grow according to several discrete crack growth rates

due to local heterogeneity. It is now essential to investi-

gate how the local heterogeneity changes; thus, the discrete

crack growth rates may be determined for the microscopic

crack regime.

It has been shown that the effective critical stress

intensity factor has a functional relation wi: crack-to-
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48-51
grain size ratio as schematically shown in Fig. 2-11.

The reason why there is such a transition regime in the ef-

fective critical stress intensity factor, or the effective

fracture energy, is the following:

Single crystals have a wide variation in fracture

energy depending upon the crystal orientation. When a

crack has microscopic dimensions, fracture is affected by

the microstructural heterogeneity. However, when a crack

is sufficiently large, the effect of the local heterogeneity

lessens or averages out; therefore, fracture is controlled

by an intermediate value. In other words, a cleavage plane

in a single crystal may have a smaller fracture energy and

another plane may have larger fracture energy than the

polycrystalline value, as schematically shown in Fig. 5-20.

Wiederhorn7 7 studied the fracture energy of sapphire in

different crystal planes, namely the (0001) basal plane,

the (1010) prismatic plane, and the (1012) rhombohedral

plane. The fracture energies for the latter two planes

2
were 7.3 and 6.0 J/r2 . The fracture energy for the basal

plane could not be measured because the fracture path did

not follow the basal plane; therefore, he concluded that

the value must be greater than the obse-.ved value of 40

2J/m2 . It is important to notice that there are 18 planes of

(1010) and (1012) and only one plane of (0001) in a unit

cell. Therefore, the probability of finding a lower enerqy

plane is much greater than that of findinq a hiqher one.
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This greater probability is even magnified by Sohncke's

normal stress law 7 8 which states that the normal stress

component on cleavage planes starts to decrease significant-

ly only at +40 degrees from the plane perpendicular to the

applied tensile axis. The fact that the basal plane has the

highest fracture energy and the others have much lower

values was verified by Becher 7 9 as shown in Fig. 5-21.

Implications are that a microscopic crack started on a

cleavage plane of a grain will have more chance of encoun-

tering the planes of lower fracture energy as the crack

advances, and that the transition to the polycrystalline

regime must be smooth rather than abrupt. A similar pheno-

menon of transition in fracture energy was studied in the

case of residual stresses induced by phase transformation of

BaTiO 3.
8 0 Since alumina has the hexagonal structure, the

effect of induced residual stresses due to differences in

the coefficient of thermal expansion may have to be taken

into consideration. However, for the sake of simplicity,

the effect is neglected in the present study.

If the effective critical stress intensity factor is

assumed to have a functional relationship with crack-to-

grain size ratio as shown in Fic. 2-11, that is to say

KC  approaches KC and KC asymnptoticalilv, a possible func-
eff p s

tional relation may be written as
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Notice that the fracture energy is low in wide range of
79

orientations and very high in the basal plane.
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K {i - + >Cos dc d--

eff = < (5-2)
eff [KC a >

i dci
c c

1/2(1 -K/K )

, = a critical value of a/d abovewhich 
Kf = KC
eff p

K C = polycrystalline critical stress intensity
p

factor

CKC = single crystal critical stress intensitys

factor

a = one-half crack length

d = grain size

51
Although Virkar et al. used a function of the form:

_,,2
eff= K[Il+K (i-e ' )](53CC

where K = Kp/Y s -1

1 = a/dw

w dimensionless constant

the author chose the expression in eq. (5-2) for each of

mathematical manipulation since both curves give the similar

behavior: YC  approaches KC and YC asymptotically.ef f p s

If we assume that microscopic crack growth depends

solely upon the locdl effective critical stress intensity

factc cxiver. in eq. (5-2), a grain-sized crack growth
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according to the solid line in Fig. 5-22. Notice that a

local crack velocity depends upon the functional relation

selected. From eq. (5-1), a local velocity at a beginning

of j-th band of grains can be obtained as

(da) = B( K n
Keff

KC
Keff

Y°/d) n __________}n n <
KC  dcx

B 1Ycvdj n a >1
KC
p

(5-4)

The local crack velocity changes rapidly as shown in Fig.

5-23. In Fig. 5-23, the effective critical stress intensity

factors and the local crack velocities are plotted against

the crack-to-grain size ratio with various values of a, the

critical value of crack-to-grain size ratio above which the

critical stress intensity factor is constant, KC. Region 1
p

II, III, and IV shown in Fig. 5-23 are defined as follows:
Region I is a low crack velocity region where on or two

grain sized crach just started. Region II is where the

crack-to-grain size ratio is about two to three, and crack

velocity has its maximum. Region III is where the crack-

to-grain size ratio is about four to eight depending upon
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the value of a, and crack velocity has its minimum. Region

IV is the macroscopic crack growth region where crack

growth is controlled solely by the macroscopic crack growth

law. This is the only region to which the conventional

approach applies. Notice that the difference between the

maximum and the minimum crack velocities is two orders of

magnitude. An implication is that subcritical crack growth

can readily occur when cracks are microscopic; therefore,

the assumption of neglecting subcritical crack growth,

generally made in calculating time-to-failure or fracture

toughness from an observed flaw size, becomes questionable.

Another implication is that there is a stable crack size

for a given grain sized material corresponding to Region III

where crack velocity is minimum. Therefore, in the strength

test (fast fracture) grain sized cracks readily propagate

to form stable cracks; the stable cracks subcritically prop-

agate according to the macroscopic crack growth law to

become the critical cracks for the fast fracture tests. In

the delayed fracture tests, grain sized cracks propagate

according to the microscopic crack growth law in Region I

and II and slow down in Region III. The cracks slowly

propagate to overcome Region III and continue to grow

accordinq to the well-established macroscopic crack growth

law. If this is true, then the stablized cracks should be

observed in delayed fracture test since their sizes are

a 150 to 250 for the specimen used in the present study.
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In fact, sizes of clusters of grain sized cracks or larger

cracks revealed by the fluorescent dye penetrant in Fig.

5-4 are between 350 p and 480 jp in length. Those values

translate to the crack-to-grain size ratio a/d = 5.5 and

7.5, which are close to the crack sizes in Region III in

Fig. 5-23 for a = 6 -10.

The time-to-failure for the case shown in Fig. 5-22

can be calculated by adding the incremental time spent in

each growth law as follows:

,K= '/(j +l)d K= Ya r

tf= (K/v)dK + (K/v) dK
j=l

(5-5)

where v = da/dt = B(K/Kff)
n

Notice that the first term in eq. (5-5) is the time spent

in the microscopic crack growth region and the second term

is time spent in the macroscopic region. Equation (5-5)

can be written as

KC 2-n

tf - _p2 ) a {i -_ + cos( J _-l)7 d)
Bn -2) j=l

(5-6)

Figure 5-24 shows the calculated time-to-failure for one

and two grain-sized initial cracks with a = 6, 8, and 10.

The values used in the calculations are: KC = 5.3 Ma m1/2 ,

pKC =1 MPa m I/2

.K d = 32 'p, B = 6.74, Y = 1.27, and n 31.
s
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Figure 5-24 illustrates, for example, a two grain-

F sized crack fails after 2x10 6 sec (23 days) at 120 MPa for

a. = 8. If the conventional approach is used, given in

eq. (2-17), the time-to-failure is calculated to be 9.23x

1017 sec (30 years) for the same crack at the same stress

level. The reason why the conventional approach gives

such a long time-to-failure is because the initial stress

intensity factor for the two grain-sized crack is only

M~m1/20.86 MPa m and this value is well below the so-called

static fatigue threshold. Therefore, the crack growth law

had to be excessively extrapolated to calculate the time-

to-failure.

Another comparison can be made when the initial crack

sizes are compared for the same time-to-failure. If the

time-to-failure is 2x106 sec, the proposed approach gives

the initial crack size of 32 p.; whereas the conventional

approach requires 200 p in order to have the same time-to-

failure. No crack of this size was observed in the present

study; most inherent flaws were grain-sized and less than

40 p.

It will be shown later that the calculated time-to-

failure based upon the isolated microscopic crack growth

law which is proposed here gives good prediction, and can

be used as an upper bound for the time-to-failure because

the value decreases when the interaction and coalescence

of cracks are involved.
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2.2 Crack Interaction and Coalescence

It was found from direct observation that the initial

stage of slow crack growth involved interaction and coales-

cence of microscopic inherent flaws and that the predominant

mode of cracking was intergranular. The interaction and

coalescence of cracks has been analyzed mainly from three

points of view: microcrack formation around the crack
81

tip, fracture of a body with a number of cracks pre-

sent, 4 6 ,5 8 and in metals interaction between a main crack

and the nearby slip band. 56 In the present study, since

a number of inherent flaws are interacting, the simplest

model is "N equal-length collinear cracks in a plate under

uniaxial tensile stress field perpendicular to the crack

plane" as shown in Fig. 5-25. Crack length is taken as

2a, and the distance between the centers is taken as 2b.

Although the actual crack configuration is different, the

model is good as far as interaction is concerned.

Meredith and Pratt,4 6 from fractographic evidence in

a porous alumina, inferred that existing flaws coalesced

to form a larger crack prior to fracture. Using a model

of an infinite number of collinear cracks, they were able

to correlate the stress necessary to coalesce the nearby

flaws as shown in Fig. 5-26 with the fracture strength.

Singh et al. 5 8 analyzed the effect of collinear crack inter-

action on the crack stability and propagation behavior in

a brittle material subjected to thermal shock. They showed
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2a

Fig. 5-25 N Equal Length Collinear Cracks In A

Plate Under Uniaxial Tension.

(five cracks are shown)
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Fig. 5-26 Coalesced Flaws Prior To Failure

of Porous Alumina.
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that the crack interaction might result in crack coalescence

and complete failure.

In this section, the effect of the interaction and

coalescence of microscopic cracks on the time-to-failure

calculation will be demonstrated using the mathematical

model.

The stress intensity factor including interaction term

can be given by

K = ZYov'a (5-7)

where Z = interaction parameter, and a function of a/b

Y = geometrical factor

a = applied stress

a = crack length

b = distance between the centers of cracks

The interaction parameter Z is a function of a/b as well
14

as number of cracks, N, as indicated in Fig. 5-27. Wher.

cracks are located far apart, then Z = 1, indicating no

interaction. When N is infinity, the analytical expression

for Z is available,
1 2

Z= [2b tan 1/2 (5-8)

Where N = 2, the interaction parameter can be expressed as
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1 l+a/b Ek

k o0a/b K(k) 0

(5-9)
iZ 11 +a/b E (k)]

ZB k a/b K(k)

where Z A = interaction parameter for the inner tips

of the cracks

Z B = interaction parameter for the outer tips

of the cracks
1 -a/b

0o -1+ a/b

K = the complete elliptic integral of the
(k)

first kind

E = the complete elliptic integral of the(k) t

second kind

k = / - a

Equation (5-9) cannot be expressed analytically, but can

be evaluated numerically as shown in Appendix B.

Once Z is evaluated, then the stress intensity factor

can be calculated by eq. (5-7). Therefore, if the crack

growth law is given, time spent in slow crack growth up to

dynamic coalescence ("Pop-in") can be calculated according-

ly, which may be the time-to-failure in some cases and

might be a portion of the time-to-failure in other cases.

The fracture energy of grain-sized cracks emanating

frou, the inherent flaws is controlled by the single-crystal

fracture energy, or grain-boundary fracture energy.
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Therefore, the single crystal critical stress intensity

factor will be used in calculating the time-to-coalescence

as illustrated in Fig. 5-28. Since the interaction para-

meter, Z, increases as cracks grow toward each other, the

incremental time had to be calculated.

Assuming that the interaction parameter, Z, is constant

over an incremental time period,Ida =_BK )n
-t K

K Z ZY a V

Thus KC n-2 n -2
AtSn 1 n-2 1. 2 1 2

i B(n -2) Ya a 1 ai +1

(5-10)

The time-to-coalescence can be obtained by adding the in-

cremental time as follows:

m KC  n -2 n -2

tc -2 (S) - () 2 1 2

i Bl(n -2) 1aiai+

(5-11)

where Z average interaction parameter in thei +
period

= i, 2, 3, .... m

Figure 5-29 to Fig. 5-32 show the results of calculated

time-to-coalescence from ec. (5-11) for various cases. The
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calculations were done with N = 2, 5, and . Values of

a and b in Fig. 5-29 are 16o and 32p respectively, in-

dicating grain-sized cracks with one grain between them.

Figure 5-30, Fig. 5-31, and Fig. 5-32 show calculated time-

to-coalescence for a = 20 p with a/b = 0.400, a/b = 0.500,

and a/b = 0.667, respectively. Notice that when N is large

as soon as the grain-sized cracks coalesce, immediate

failure results because the coalesced crack is larger than

the critical size. Therefore, the time-to-coalescence is

equal to the time-to-failure. On the other hand, if the

number of cracks is small, that is the coalesced crack is

smaller than the critical size, the coalesced crack will

continue to grow according to the microscopic crack growth

law proposed in section 2.1.

As the microscopic crack growth law for an isolated

crack may serve as an upper bound for the time-to-failure,

the time-to-failure based upon the interaction and coales-

cence of the infinite number of grain-sized cracks may

serve as a lower bound. This crack growth behavior is

illustrated in Fig. 5-33. The shortest time-to-failure can

be obtained from the infinite number of grain-sized cracks

interacting and coalescing result in fracture. Notice

that the amount of crack growth required for coalescence

may be so small that the actual failure-causing crack

propagation may never be observed in this case. The longest

time-to-failure can be obtained from an isolated grain-sized
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crack propagating according to the microscopic crack growth

law without interaction. All other cases should fall into

the shaded area in Fig. 5-33. For example, when five grain-

sized cracks (a - 16 P, b = 32 P) coalesced to form a larger

crack (a = 144 ) which has the crack-to-grain size ratio

4.5. The coalesced crack will continue to propagate accord-

ing to the microscopic crack growth law and eventually

according to the macroscopic growth law.
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2.3 The Generalized Microscopic Crack Growth Law

The effect of interaction and coalescence of grain-

sized cracks on the time-to-failure has been demonstrated

in the last section. Now the concept of interaction and

coalescence of multiple cracks is combined with the single

microscopic crack growth law established in the previous

section to construct the generalized microscopic crack

growth law.

Important points to be remembered from the previous

sections concerning the microscopic crack growth law are:

(1) The local crack velocity is solely controlled by

the local effective critical stress intensity

factor, Kff as given in eq. (5-1).

(2) The effective critical stress intensity factor has

a functional relation with the crack-to-grain size

ratio given in eq. (5-2).

(3) Crack velocity for a given applied stress reaches

a maximum at about crack size four to six times

the grain size.

(4) The interaction and coalescence of multiple

cracks have significant effect on the time-to-

failure.

Combining eq. (5-2) and eq. (5-11), the general ex-

pression of the time-to-failure for the microscopic crack

growth with interaction and coalescence of multiple cracks

can be given
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m C n__ {--2 n -2

r~~~ K •..

m 2 eff n 1 n-2 1 2 1 2
f B(n -2)( - a +i-lY i 1i a.i

dK -i)} - <ia (5-12)

K C  =

eff K a >1

1 
KC

where C =.:(i - S)
K
C

p

a =a critical value of a/d above which Kf
C

KC
p

CKC =polycrystalline critical stress intensityp

factor

CK =single crystal critical stress intensitys

factor

a =one-half crack length

d =grain diameter

Equation (5-12) allows calculation of the time-to-failure

for a variety of crack configurations. For example, a

realistic model of crack configuration of the alu-ina used

in the present study may be "three collinear grain-sized

cracks (a = 20 vi, a/b = 0.5)" as shown in Fig. 5-34(a). Time

necessary to coalesce the cracks is calculated from eq.

(5-12) to be 7.29x10 4 sec for c = 120 tPa. This resultant

crack (a = 100 p) grows accorsing to the microscopic crack

growth law. Time-to-failure for this resultant crack is
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Fig. 5-34 Possible Models of Assemblies

of Cracks.

Notice that the time-to-failure for (b) and

(d) are the same.
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calculated to be 5.74x104 sec. Therefore, the total time-

to-failure is 1.30xi0 5 sec.

A striking phenomenon is observed when there are other

sets of small cracks close together as shown in Fig. 5-34(b).

In this case, the time required to coalesce the three small

cracks is the same as before; however, as soon as the small

cracks coalesced to become three larger cracks as shown in

Fig. 5-34(c), the specimen fails catastrophically. It is

because the crack velocity of the coalesced cracks (a = 100

p) is in Region II of very high velocity which is even more

enhanced by the interaction with the other coalesced cracks.

Therefore, it takes only 3.94 sec to failure. The equiva-

lent size of a single crack, which gives the same time-to-

failure under the same applied stress, obtained from the

conventional approach is a = 256 jj as shown in Fig. 5-34(d).

It should be noted that no crack of a = 256 i was observed

as an initial crack in the present study. The observed

initial flaw sizes were all microscopic, a = 20 vi to 40 p.

It has been demonstrated that a ceramic specimen can fail

from this microscopic crack growth with the interaction and

coalescence of multiple microscopic cracks in a short time.

If this is a failure mechanism in delayed fracture of

polycrystalline ceramics, non-destructive testing may not

be able to reveal the existence of crack propagation because

the amount of subcritical crack growth from the individual

inherent flaws is very small before the crack coalescence.
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Now that the microscopic crack growth law with inter-

action and coalescence of cracks has been developed, the

experimental data and the predicted values are compared.

The time-to-failure observed in the present experiment

are plotted in Fig. 5-35. Also plotted are the time-to-

failure based upon the microscopic crack growth law with a

single grain-sized crack (a = 16 p, a = 10) and based upon

the interaction and coalescence of multiple microscopic

cracks (a = 20 1, a/b = 0.5, N = o). As can be seen the

experimental results almost fall within the upper and the

lower bounds of curves. The times-to-failure of the assembly

of cracks shown in Fig. 5-34(h) also falls within the curves.

To illustrate how the conventional approach with a

simplistic assumption of the single macroscopic crack dif-

fers from the proposed approach, calculated times-to-failure

using the conventional approach are plotted in Fig. 5-36

with various assumed initial crack sizes along with the

same experimental results shown in Fig. 5-35. In order to

have reasonable values of time-to-failure, the initial

crack size must be larger than a = 200 v. As mentioned

earlier, no crack of that size was observed as an initial

crack in the present study.

Therefore, it has been confirmed that the proposed

microscopic crack growth law gives much better prediction

than the conventional approach.
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Before leaving this section, the following important

points should be recognized:

(1) A surface of a ceramic contains a larger number

of inherent flaws which, either by themselves or

as assemblies, become potential sites for crack

origins. In delayed fracture crack origins can

be multiple.

(2) Microscopic cracks grow rapidly in the very

early stage, Region II, of delayed fracture and

slow down as they approach macroscopic size, in

Region III.

(3) Crack initiation and propagation usually involve

interaction and coalescence of nearby flaws.

(4) A specimen can fail without having a single

worst crack when there are many microscopic

cracks close together.

(5) The coalescence of the microscopic cracks may

occur in a very short time without being revealed

by non-destructive testing because an amount of

subcritical crack growth from the individual in-

herent flaws can be very small before the coales-

cence.

(6) The isolated microscopic crack growth law provides

the upper bound, and the analysis based upon

interacting microscopic cracks provides the lower

bound in calculation of the time-to-failure.
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3. Applicability of Existing Time-to-Failure and Proof

Testing Concepts

It has been demonstrated in section 2.1 and 2.2 that

the proposed slow crack growth law should be applied when

the initial crack is microscopic or the interaction of

multiple cracks exists. The conventional appioach is to

extrapolate the macroscopic crack growth law to calculate

time-to-failure. The extrapolated portion of the growth law

is well below the threshold value for static fatigue crack

growth of polycrystalline ceramics. This is illustrated in

Fig. 5-37. Notice that the extrapolated initial crack

velocity is unrealistically slow. When the proposed growth

law is used, crack velocity in the initial stage becomes

substantially higher. Therefore, calculated time-to-failure

from the proposed growth law is shorter than that from the

conventional approach. Consequently, the conventional

approach gives a non-conservative prediction; however, this

non-conservative prediction is partially or sometimes ex-

cessively compensated by conservative estimation of the

initial crack size. But there is no guarantee that the

predictions will always come out conservative.

Therefore, it is necessary to reexamine applicability

of the existing time-to-failure and proof testing conce pts,

in order to predict time-to-failure more accurately. In

this section, applicability is studied for two cases: (1)

when a sinacle microscopic cracl: is assumed and (2) when the
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interaction and coalescence of multiple cracks are assumed.

(1) When a Single Microscopic Crack is Assumed

It was indicated in section 2.1 that the rapid change

in local crack velocities between Region II and Region III

might give rise to the "stable crack size" for a given

grain-sized material, and that the critical crack size for

the fast fracture tests might have a dimension close to

the crack size corresponding to Region III in Fig. 5-23.

This can be verified in the following example:

The average tensile strength of At-300 is 191.7 MPa

when measured with the constant stress rate of 20 MPa/sec.

The critical crack size for fracture can be calculated from

eq. (2-10) to be a = 474 j. If these values are used to

calculate the initial strength in the absence of subcritical

crack growth from eq. (2-20), the initial strength is 279

MPa. The critical crack size which gives the strength 279

MPa is a = 224 j. This crack size translates to the crack-

to-grain size ratio of a/d = 7, which corresponds to the

crack size in Region III for a = 8 to 10.

The above example confirms validity of the concept of

"stable crack size" for a given grain-sized material.

If the initial crack size exceeds the stable crack

size, the time-to-failure can be calculated solely from the

existinc approach, provided that the interaction of the

macroscopic cracks can be neglected. This condition may be

satisfied when the applied stress level is sufficiently
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high, for example, 90% of the fracture strength. Because

subcritical crack growth in Region II in Fig. 5-23 is signi-

ficantly rapid, the stable crack size may readily be reached

as the specimen is loaded. In this case, the existing time-

to-failure concept applies, and it can be calculated from

the macroscopic crack growth law as proven by Soma et al.
5 2

They showed that the calculated time-to-failure combined

with the concept of the statistical initial crack distribu-

tion gave good prediction when the applied stresses were

larger than 85% of the fracture strength. The initial

crack size is obtained by calculating the amount of sub-

critical crack growth prior to fracture under a constant
40

stress rate experiment. An error can be introduced in

the calculation due to simple extrapolation of the macro-

scopic crack growth law into microscopic crack growth

region. The extrapolated crack size is much larger than

the actual size which leads to a conservative estimation

of the initial crack size as shown in Fig. 5-38.

As mentioned earlier, this overestimation of the

initial crack size may compensate for the non-conservative

prediction of the initial crack velocity. If the same

example is used, the estimated initial crack size is a

224 jj. The time-to-failure for this crack using the con-

ventional approach is 5x10 5 sec for c = 120 MPa as shown

in Fig. 5-36. On the other hand, the actual initial crack

size may be two grain-sized. The time-to-failure for the
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6
two grain-sized crack is 2.5x10 sec for a = 8 and a 120

MPa as shown in Fig. 5-24. This is an example in which the

conservative estimation of the initial crack size over-

compensated for the non-conservative prediction of crack

velocity. However, if a = 10 is assumed, the calculated

time-to-failure for a = 120 MPa is 1xl05 sec, which is

shorter than the predicted value from the conventional

approach. Therefore, it can be suggested that when the

applied stress is small, the time-to-failure should be

calculated from the proposed crack growth law.

A similar argument applies to proof testing. It is

applicable when the proof stress level is sufficiently high

so that a microscopic crack propagates subcritically to

become a macroscopic crack during the proof stressing.

However, when the proof stress is small, the conventional

approach makes the same two errors: conservative estimation

of the initial crack size and non-conservative estimation

of crack velocity. Therefore, the conventional approach

may not apply.

(2) When the Interation and Coalescence of Cracks is

Assumed

As shown previously, when the initial crack size is

macroscopic, or when it becomes macroscopic upon loading,

the conventional approach may apply. Such conditions are

satisfied when the applied stress or the proof stress is

sufficiently large so that nearby flaws interact and
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coalesce to form a macroscopic crack, provided that the

interaction with other macroscopic crack is neglected.

However, when there are multiple macroscopic or microscopic

cracks close together, the conventional approach fials to

predict the time-to-failure. This is illustrated in the

following example:

Proof testing is used to estimate the initial crack

size. The maximum possible crack size after the proof

testing can be given

a. = (KC ff/Z YOp) 2 (5-13)

where KC  the effective critical stress intensityelf

factor

Z = interaction parameter

Y = geometrical factor

o = the proof stress
p

When the conventional approach is used, that is when a

single macroscopic crack is assumed, the maximum possible

crack size after a proof stress of 191 MPa for example,

is calculated to be a = 477 vi from eq. (5-13) as shown in

Fig. 5-39(a). This estimated crack size is unreasonably

large, and cracks of this size have never been observed in

the present study. Nevertheless the crack of the estimated

size is supposed to propagate according to the macroscopic
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(a)

a = 477p, a/b =0.000, N =1, KC = 5.30, Z 1.000
eff 0

(b)

a = 95 j, a/b = 0.300, N = 5, KC

_ eff = 2.43, Z = 1.030

(c)

a = 40 U, a/b = 0.575, N = , KC = 1.84, Z = 1.200

eff=1.4Z 1.0

M mm mmm m 

(d)

a = 40 j, a/b = 0.701, N = 3, KC 1.84, Z 1.200
eff 1.4Z 120

(a =154 p, a/b = 0.600, N = 5, KC
eff = 3.39, Z = 1.160)

Fig. 5-39 Maximum Possible Assemblies of Cracks After
The Proof Test (Crp= 191 MPa)
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crack growth law until it reaches the critical size. The

critical size for a given applied stress can be given as

a =(K ff/Z Y o)2 (5-14)
cr f

where u = the applied stress

Time-to-failure after the proof test can be calculated from

2KC
t ff ( n - 2  (5-15)f y2a2 B(n -2)

For the operating stress level of 90 MPa, the calculated

time-to-frklure is 6.60xi0 4 sec.

If the same concept is applied to the proposed micro-

scopic crack growth law, many combinations of cracks can

be thought of as the maximum possible crack. Three dif-

ferent assemblies of cracks were considered here as shown

in Fig. 5-39(b), (c) and (d). Crack size, a, crack-to-distance

ratio, a/b, number of cracks, N, effective critical stress

CIintensity factor for the crack size with 0 = 0, KCff anc

interaction parameter, Z for the assemblies of cracks shown

in Fig. 5-39(a), (b) , (c), and (d) are summarized in Table 5-2.

Notice that the assembly of cracks shown in Fic. 5-39(d) may

be the most realistic model.

Calculated times-to-failure are shown in Tablc 5-3.

Although the time-to-failure for (1) is larger than that

for (a), the single crack, the time-to-failure for (c) an"
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Table 5-2. The Maximum Possible Assemblies of
Cracks After The Proof Test (CGp=l9l MPa)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

a () 477 95 40 40 (154)

a/b 0.000 0.300 0.575 0.701 (0.600)

N 1 5 3 (5)

KeCff (MPam 1/ 5.30 2.43 1.84 1.84 (3.39)

Z 1.000" 1.030 1.200 1.200 (1.160)

Table 5-3. Times-to-Failure After The Proof Test.(sec)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

6.64X10 4  1.07X10 6  4.82X10 3  4.94X10 3
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(d) are an order of magnitude shorter than that for (a).

It has been clearly demonstrated that an assembly of

small cracks, which may not be readily observable due to

their smallness, can be very dangerous in delayed fracture;

microstructural anisotropies and the interaction and coales-

cence of cracks are combined to result in much shorter

time-to-failure.

Although the non-conservative prediction in time-to-

failure might be compensated by overestimation of the

initial crack size in some cases, there is no guarantee

that the compensated prediction is always conservative.

In order to ensure an accurate prediction in time-to-

failure, better understanding of physical phenomena in the

microscopic dimensions is important, especially when

delayed fracture is involved. The proposed microscopic

crack growth law may contribute to deeper understanding

and better prediction in time-to-failure.
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4. Comments on Improving Slow Crack Growth Resistance

It is generally accepted that fracture toughness must

be increased in order to improve resistance to slow crack

growth and fracture. Attempts have been made to increase

fracture toughness by phase transformation82 and circum-

ferential microcracking. 83 In addition to the above men-

tioned toughening mechanisms, the following points have

been found important in the present study:

(1) a critical value in crack-to-grain size ratio, a,

above which the crack behaves as a macroscopic

crack, must be small for a material of a given

grain size as demonstrated in Fig. 5-23,

(2) a number of flaws interacting, N, should be small,

and

(3) a ratio between crack size and their spacing,

a/b, should be small.

The first may be achieved by selecting a material

which has a greater probability of having cleavage planes

of high fracture energy as pointed out by Rice et al.
49

In other words, a functional relationship between single

crystal fracture energy and crystal orientation should look

like one shown in Fig. 5-40 in order to have more resistance

to slow crack growth. The second and third may be satisfied

through a better processing exercise. The final product

should have uniform distribution of flaws throughout the

material, as well as high density, because the local
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Fig. 5-40 Single Crystal Fracture Energy as a

Function of Crystal Orientation for

The Improved Crack Growth Resistance.
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conglomeration of flaws tends to create unfavorable flaw

interaction which leads to premature failure. The uniform

microstructural flaw distribution may best be obtained

through a new processing technique, "Colloidal/Filtration

Consolidation", proposed by Aksay and Lange.
8 4

1
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5. Mode of Fracture: Whether Intergranular of Trans-

granular

Since it was found that a crack origin primarily con-

sists of coalesced inherent flaws along grain boundaries,

the crack origin area should have a high percentage of

intergranular failure on a fracture surface. Also it is

known that aluminas exhibit some transgranular cracking when

the crack travels fast at room temperature. Therefore, it

was of interest to examine the fracture surfaces to study

differences in percent of intergranular failure between the

crack origin and the rest of the fracture surface.

Specimens which had cracked transversely all the way

across, as well as specimens tested in three- and four-

point bending in the preliminary tests, were reexamined

with the fracture surface exposed. The scanning electron

microscopy was used to study the fracture surface. Since

most of the crack origins were revealed previously by the

fluorescent dye penetrant, the scanning electron micrographs

were compared with the optical micrographs with the dye in

order to ensure the location of the true origins.

The fracture surfaces were carefully examined with

scanning electron microscope, and an example is shown in

Fig. 5-41. Notice that there is a morphological transition

from high percentage of intergranular failure to low per-

centage of intergranular failure. The former corresponds

to the crack origin area revealed by the dye penetrant,
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and the latter corresponds to the region of fast fracture.

This phenomenon is rather common to many other polycrystal-
86-90

line ceramics as reported elsewhere. 8  . It is reasonable

to see such morphological transitions from an energy point

of view: When crack growth is slow, the kinetic energy is

small, therefore, the tortuous crack path might be favorable

if the grain boundary has lower fracture energy than the

crystal. When crack growth is rapid, the kinetic energy

becomes large so that the transgranular cracking becomes

favorable. However, it should be noted that the morpho-

logical transition shown in Fig. 5-41 was less pronounced

in most cases and that the aid of the fluorescent dye

penetrant was necessary to locate the real origins in the

present study.
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6. Slow Crack Growth in Compression

It has been well known that the compressive strength

of a ceramic material is generally much higher than the
91

tensile strength. Some theories of fracture in compres-

sion have been proposed since Griffith published his second

paper in 1924.15,16,92 - 94 Although the theories predict

the ratio of compressive to tensile strength being three to

ten as shown in Fig. 5-42, the actual compressive strength

can be 18 times the tensile strength as reported by Adams.
92

This is because the established criteria are damage criter-

ia, not necessarily fracture criteria. Cracks start to

emanate from inherent flaws at an applied stress level of

three to ten times the tensile strength; however, the cracks

do not propagate catastrophically. It requires further

stress to grow the cracks. The extent of damage induced by

the applied stress in compression has not be explored.

Since the compressive strength is much higher than the

tensile strength, it is naturally desirable to use ceramics

under compressive loads. This may be achieved by utilizing

materials with high tensile strength, such as carbon-carbon

composites, to prestress the ceramics into high compression.

The assembly of the prestressed ceramics and the tension

members can best be used in high temperature, high operating

stress applications such as turbine engine blades and the

receiver tubes in central receiver solar thermal power

plants. It requires some design changes; however, the
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Fig. 5-42 Fracture Criteria in Biaxial Stress Field.

Numbers in parentheses indicate references.
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advantage in strength is so great that the extra cost in

design change can be easily compensated. If the ceramic

materials are used in compression, there might be slow

crack growth which ultimately leads to the delayed fracture

in compression. Therefore, delayed fracture in compression

was briefly studied.

The eccentrically loaded column testing system is

capable of maintaining large compressive stresses on the

opposite side of the tensile surface of the specimen. The

microscopic examination technique was applied to the com-

pressive surface as described in Chapter III. Figure 5-43(a)

shows the optical micrograph with the fluorescent dye of a

compressive surface after the specimen was loaded at 1,175

MPa for 20 hours. Figure 5-43(b) shows the same area after

114 hours. Although it was expected to see linear arrays

of fluorescent dye spots parallel to the compressive loading

axis, there was no change observed at this stress level.

The scanning electron microscopy was not carried out since

no linear array of the fluorescent spots was observed.

The maximum compressive stress on the surface was

approximately ten times the maximum tensile stress on the

opposite surface; but slow crack growth was not observed

on the compressive surface although there was extensive

crack growth on the tensile surface. Therefore, it can

be concluded that the ceramic material, A(-300, has high

resistance to slow crack growth in compression up to 6.5

times the tensile strength.
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Fig. 5-43 (a) Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant on a Compressive ^Theface after 20 hCLrS

at 1,175 MPa.
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Fig. 5-43 (b) Composite Optical Micrograph with Fluorescent Dye

Penetrant on the Conpressive Surface Shown in

Fig. 5-43 (a) after 114 hours at 1,175 MPa.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The linear elastic fracture mechanics has been an

excellent tool in quantitative analysis of fracture strength

and crack growth behavior. However, the author often

questioned the validity of simple extrapolation of macro-

scopic fracture mechanics, where the material is assumed to

be homogeneous and isotropic, into the microscopic region,

where there are local heterogeneities and anisotropies. In

order to verify or refute the validity, it was necessary to

directly observe crack origins and microscopic crack growth

behavior, not to observe crack tip behavior of a macroscopic

crack.

To serve the purpose economically and accurately, the

eccentrically loaded column testing apparatus was designed

and fabricated, and extensive microscopic examination was

conducted. However, the specimens prematurely failed due

to inaccurate load path; and the microscopic examination

was unsuccessful in the initial stage of the research. It

was finally discovered, after an extensive effort, that

fluorescent dye could penetrate into a crack only when the

penetrant was present at the sites while cracks were forming

because the cracks emanating from inherent flaws were so

small and tightly closed. Meantime, the other proble, of

load path accuracy in the eccentrically loaded column
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specimen was solved by introducing shallow V-grooves in the

loading blocks and by using the positive alignment jig.

Surfaces of the ceramic material, A-300, contained

numerous numbers of inherent flaws. There are some poten-

tial crack sites on a surface, especially where some

inherent flaws conglomerate. It was found that the crack

initiation occurs not necessarily from a single worst flaw,

but by interaction and coalescence of near-by flaws after a

small amount of crack growth from the individual flaws.

The predominant mode of the early stages of slow crack

growth was intergranular; it is reasonable because the

glassy phase at grain boundaries is more susceptible to the

attack by the water in the environment and because the

kinetic energy of the crack in the initial stages is so

low that crack front can wander easily.

It was also found that the crack sites are multiple

in a specimen; therefore, it may be suggested that the worst

crack site for the strength test may not be the worst crack

site for the delayed fracture test because the micro-

structural heterogeneity and anisotropy control the local

crack velocity in slow crack growth.

The isolated microscopic crack growth law has been

developed based upon the concept of the effective critical

stress intensity factor. The implication is that a micro-

scopic crack grows rapidly in the very early stage of

delayed fracture, denoted Region II, and slows down as it
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approaches the macroscopic size in Region III. This

phenomenon gives rise to the concept of "stable crack size"

for a given grain-sized material. The existence of the

stable crack size was confirmed from the experimental

observation and from calculation of the critical crack size

for the fast fracture test.

The effect of interaction and coalescence of multiple

cracks was shown to be significant. It was found that when

there are many microscopic cracks close together, the

coalescence of the cracks can occur in a very short time

without cracks being revealed by non-destructive testing

because an amount of subcritical crack growth from the

individual inherent flaws can be very small before the

coalescence.

The isolated microscopic crack growth law and the

interaction and coalescence concept were combined to con-

struct the generalized microscopic crack growth law. The

proposed analysis permits calculation of the time-to-failure

for many assemblies of cracks. It was demonstrated that the

proposed microscopic crack growth model gives much better

prediction than the conventional approach. It was also

found that in order for the conventional approach to be

reasonable, unrealistically large initial cracks had to be

assumed; no such cracks were observed in the present study.

Applicability of the existing time-to-failure and the

proof testing concepts were reexamined. It was found that
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the existing approach gives non-conservative prediction in

time-to-failure; but this non-conservative prediction is

partially or often excessively compensated by the conserva-

tive estimation of the initial crack size. However, there

is no guarantee that the compensated prediction comes out

conservative.

Some suggestions were made in order to improve resist-

ance to slow crack growth: The material may have a low

fracture energy plane in its single crystal, but the majori-

ty of the cleavage plane should have higher fracture

energies. The conglomeration of inherent flaws must be

avoided; it may be achieved by obtaining a uniform micro-

structure.

Since the compressive strength of ceramics has been

known to be much greater than the tensile strength, it is

naturally desirable to use ceramics in compression.

Therefore, slow crack growth in compression was briefly

studies; but no slow crack growth was observed up to

compressive stress 6.5 times the tensile strength.

In order to achieve accurate time-to-failure predic-

tions, better understanding of the physical phenomena in

microscopic dimensions is important, especially when delayed

fracture is involved. The author hopes that the proposed

analysis based upon observation of microscopic crack growth

will contribute to deeper understanding and better predic-

tion in time-to-failure.
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Suggestions for Future Study

There are some topics to be studied in the future

regarding the present research:

(1) Instead of the fluorescent dye penetrant, the

silver nitrate solution can be used, provided that the

problem of corrosion associated with it can be solved. If

the silver nitrate solution is used, the specimen can be

directly subjected to the scanning electron microscopy;

first with the primary mode to locate crack origins, and

second with the secondary mode to identify and characterize

the flaws. This can greatly reduce the amount of time it

takes in tedious work of superimposing the dye spots to

the optical micrograph and to the scanning electron micro-

graph.

(2) Since visual identification of microscopic crack

growth has been made, the acoustic emission (AE) might be

a useful tool to verify the proposed microscopic crack

growth. The microscopic cracks grow rapidly at the beginning

and slows down or even arrest, and then grow rapidly again

in the macroscopic region. The behavior might be observed

using AE. The crack coalescence might be verified by AE,

too. When cracks coalesce, the amount of AE must suddenly

increase. Then AE decreases after the coalescence unless

the coalesced crack is large enough to cause catastrophic

failure.
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Appendix A. Time-to-Failure

1. Time-to-failure under constant load

For slow crack growth, relationship between velocity

of the crack and the stress intensity factor can be given

da = B(KIC )n  for region I
dt K IC

(A-l)

v = da = VT for reaion IIv-dt

where B, vT = constant

n = crack growth exponent

The stress intensity factor can be expressed

KI = Yoa2 1 2  (A-2)

where Y = geometrical factor

Under constant a, the time-to-failure tf is given by

integrating eq. (A-l)

d
tf =  fat = f c da (A-3)

a .

where a. = initial crack size

a = critical crack sizec

Rewriting eq. (A-2)
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dK I =Yiy((1) 112da

I 2 a

or
2K1

da 2 2 K

Substituting into eq. (A-3)

t 2 f KIC !!dKtf = 2 2KIiv I

Then

tfIC fKT K(-n) 1 f ICK dK (A-4)tf y 2o2 B K I K I  B1 KT I

where KT = stress intensity factor at transition of

region I and II

Since most of the life is spent in region I, ea. (A-4)

becomes n

I IC K( 2 -n) - K( 2 -n)} (A-5)
f y 2 2 B(n2) Ii T

In general, n is a large number (n > 20 typically) then

-K n K (2-n)
Itz- IC IiStf Z KC~)

Y2 2B(n-2)

or (2 n)

tf z C n

where

C = C

Y B(n-2)
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Therefore, if the initial crack size is known, the time-to-

failure is obtained from eq. (A-6). Instead of measuring

actual ai, proof stress a can be used to assume the initial

crack size. If we apply the proof stress a which is some-

what higher than a, the maximum possible crack size which

barely survived the proof stress can be obtained as follows:

KIC = Y 1 2  (A-7)
IC P 1

Thus

a (KIC)2
i  YO

p
or (A-8)

KKIi = IC
p

Therefore, eq. (A-6) becomes

2K2  (n-2)

t f 2 nIC~p (A-9)
ya B(n-2)

2. Time-to-failure under constant stress rate a

From eq. (A-2)

KI = Yaa1 / 2  (A-2)

The crack velocity can be given in relation with the stress

rate as follows

da _ (aa da
dt K dt (A-10)
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The other partial derivatives vanish for constant stress

rate conditions because K is a unique function of v. Re-

writing eq. (A-10) gives

do = _ da (A-Il)v

From eq. (A-i)

KI
v = B(K)n for region IK IC

(A-i)

v = vT for region II

But it was shown by Evans40 that the crack growth after

region II occurs at constant stress. Therefore, only

region I is considered in this Appendix. Then

v___= __B( ___) (A-12)
K IC

Substituting eq. (A-12) for eq. (A-lI) and integrating

a~d
f f ao n da = n c I) 2 da

0 BY n a.

or
n+l 2• n n 1n
f 2 {Ic 1 1 1 (A-13)- { (-) - ) (A 13

n+l B Yn (2-n) c a

Since n is a large number, eq. (A-13) reduces to
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•n n1 12CK~c (n+l) 1 2- 1~
f = { (yn (a) n+l (A-14)

B (n-2) ai

If we use the concept of initial strength a*, the fracture

strength without slow crack growth,

2K ICa = (A-15)

Then eq. (A-14) becomes

2 (n-2
2;K (n+l)cl n+l} (A-16)

B Y (n-2)

or 21~
BY 2 (n-2)0o + I n-2

* = }(A-17)

2;K (n+l)
IC

Since af in eq. (A-16) is the observed fracture strength,

this may be combined with the statistical strength distribu-

tion given in eq. (2-23)

ef-u m].

P = 1 -exp[ - (--) (A-18)
v

When o = 0, eq. (A-18) may be written asu

log log [1/(l-P) I = mlogof + C (A-19)

C = log loge - mlog v
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Equation (A-19) is combined with (A-16)

.2 (n-2) 1
2aKiC(n+l)o* n+ 1

log log [l/(l-P) I = miog BY 2  f+
BY(n-2)

or (A-20)

log if n+l 2){log log [l/(lp)] C1
K C m(n-2

2aK IC (n+l) (-1
-'log BY 2  (A-21

Equation (A-21) describes the initial strength distribution

in the absence of subcritical crack growth. Since the

initial stress intensity factor can be written as

K, Yo,/a (A-22)

and

K =avr- (A-23)
IC f i

then combining eq. (A-22) and eq. (A-23),

K K C(A-24)Ii G*
cf

Substituting eq. (A-24) into eq. (A-21)

__ 2;K n (n+l)
logK Ii=loq75 + 1 loc I

n-2 -BY 2(n-2)

- n+l flogj log (1/ (1 -P)] I C) (A-25)
rn(n-2)
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From eq. (A-6)

2K I

logtf = log - (n-2)log Kii (A-26)

Substituting eq. (A-25) into eq. (A-26), the time-to-failure

is given by

logtf log n 1 + ---{log log [i/(l-P)] C}o(n+l)G

(A-27)
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Appendix B. Power Series Expression for Elliptic Integrals

1. The elliptic integral of the first kind.

KdO 2<1 (B-1)K(k q) 220 k2 Bl
'k f o /1-k 2sin 26

The integrand of the integral may be expanded in the

binomial theorem in the form

2 -2 2 3k 4

(1 -k sin2 1- 1/2 1 +-sin 0 +---sin S + ... (B-2)

22

for k , 1.

In our case

k = b2

where L ; Y-/b

Since a convergent series

k 2  3k4i+ +- 8-E + . .

serves as an M series, (B-2) is uniformly convergent in any

interval of 0; therefore, we can integrate (B-l) term by

term to obtain
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Sk 2  1.3 k4 f 2K(k,q ) = + - f sin2OdO +y- k sin0d6 + ...
0 0

+ ix3x5... (2n-1) k2n 2n
2x4x6. .. 2n. f sin ndo (B-3)

0

For the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, by

Wallis' formula

f21sinmede = ix3x5... x(m-l) r
2x4x6x.. .xm 2

0

Since m is an even integer (ir = 2n) in our case, we have

(k) 122 x3 2 4
K~~k) = [i + () k+ (2--) +..

ix3x5x ... x(2n-l) ,2 k 2 n+ { ~ 2- . x2n I ] (B-4)

The elliptic integral of the second kind

¢ k2
E (k,) f /i -k 2sin 2 e dOk < 1 (B-5)

Similarly, by the binomial theorem

(1 - k 2sin 2)1/2 2 1 24sin4 ...

2.2I 2 ~ ksin l-ksiE.

and the final expression is
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E ~ ~ ~ i (k~ i OdO 2. Jsin OdO
0k 0 .

1x3x5. ... (2n-3) k2 n 2 nd B6
2x4... .2n k fsi d(B6

0

For the complete elliptic integral of the second kind,

simdJ.arly we have,

EL 1(I)2 2 13 4_

lx3x... .x(2n-l) lx3x. .. .x(2n-3) k 2n I
2x4x.. .x2n 2x4x... .x2n

or

E 1T[l 2k2 _3)2k4

-lx3x ... x(2n-l) 2 k> (B-7)
2x4x... .x2n 2iT-l
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